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industry.
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Executive Su-my

- 'Purpose  How widespread was the recent liability insurance "crisis"'? Hlow much

did insurance premiums increase? Were reports of skyrocketing premi-

ums, refusals to insure, and abrupt policy cancelations representative of
the experiences of many businesses and other organizations or applica-
ble only in a relatively few instances? A lack of concrete answers to
these questions has hampered the Congress's efforts to address concerns
about the availability and affordability of liability insurance.

The Chairman of the Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection,
and Competitiveness, and the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Health
and the Environment (both Subcommittees are part of the House Com-
mittee on Energy and Commerce) requested that GAO provide them with
information on the liability insurance market--its regulation, profit-
ability, and other issues. This report, one of several, presents informa-
tion for 1985 and 1986 on the following aspects of liability insurance: .

(1) availability, (2) cost, (3) coverage adequacy, and (4) state regulatory
actions.

Background For many U.S. businesses, nonprofit organizations, and myriad other
organizations, the presence or absence of liability insurance determines
whether a business or other organization will survive if a costly liabil-
ity-related incident occurs.

Generally, to purchase insurance, an organization contacts an insurance
agent or broker (see ch. 2 for distinction). Insurance companies are regu- %

lated by the 50 states, which monitor solvency; to a varying extent, the
states also monitor consumer issues, such as availability, affordability,
policy terms and conditions, and insurance rates.

Accession For ,
-GR7I ' To obtain information on the availability and affordability of liability ,-.?

SDTIC TAP insurance, GAO surveyed the buying experiences of a random sample of
riDaT riouC ed members of two national associations representing large and small orga-

S,-nizations. The membership of the Risk and Insurance Management Soci-
. . ety, Inc., which represents large organizations, includes 90 percent of

- the Fortune 1,000, as well as hospitals and universities. The membership ,'-

ritt ton/ . of the National Federation for Independent Business, Inc., which repre-

'Awla1 ti 1ty Codes sents small organizations, includes mostly small, owner-operated busi- Z
• A - / ,.or nesses (see ch. 2). GA(O also surveyed a sample of insurance agents and

brokers from three national associations: the Professional Insurance
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Executive Summary

N %V

Agents of America, Inc., the National Association of Professional Sur-
plus Lines Offices, Ltd., and the National Association of Insurance Bro-
kers (see ch. 2). These associations' members represent different kinds
of insurance companies (see app. I). *

In addition, GAO obtained information from six states (Arizona, Califor-
nia, Illinois, Massachusetts, New York, and Pennsylvania) on actions
taken to address liability insurance availability and affordability issues 0 S
(see ch. 3).

esults in BriefAccording to the buyers, agents, and brokers that GAO surveyed, most of
the frequently purchased types of liability insurance were available in * oS
1985 and 1986. With the exception of environmental liability, few : -.

reported either cancelations (before the end of the policy term) or .- , _
nonrenewals (at the end of the policy term). Among the buyers, few V, .
reported either (1) going completely without coverage perceived as
needed or (2) insuring in other ways, such as through self-insurance. But
buyers did report that their liability insurance needs were not met as 0- S -
adequately in 1986 as they had been in 1985 (see ch. 2).

Despite the relative availability of liability insurance coverage, respond-
ents to GAO questionnaires reported that costs increased for the types of
coverage purchased most often. Larger organizations experienced much
larger premium increases than did smaller organizations. Despite signifi-
cant premium increases, however, the cost of liability insurance as a
percentage of annual gross receipts was relatively small. .

According to insurance agents and brokers that GAO surveyed, policy .--

provisions defining policyholders' responsibilities often changed so as to
make the policyholder bear more of the cost of potential liability-related %

incidents. Buyers reported that despite increased costs, the amount of
coverage purchased generally remained the same or decreased.

AO's Analysis

surance Was Available Most of the respondents to the buyers survey maintained liability insn'-

Most Insurance Buyers ance coverage throughout 1985 and 1986. Agents and brokers reported * S
that few of their clients were unable to find .ny coverage in either year.
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Executive Summary

Only one type of coverage--primary (first-layer coverage, up to a spec-
ified amount) environmental liability--appeared to present a severe
availability problem; according to nearly three-quarters of the Risk and
Insurance Management Society respondents, this type of coverage was
needed, but they were not able to purchase it (see ch. 2).

Adequacy of Some Types Although coverage (except environmental liability) was generally avail-

of Coverage Declined able to large organizations, the percentage of large organizations saying
that their insurance needs were met in 1986 declined by at least 12 per-
centage points, compared with 1985 for 6 of 10 types of insurance. Four
of these six were excess coverage (an additional policy or policies above
the primary layer) types.

Cancelations and The more frequently purchased types of coverage were relatively unaf- e%

Nonrenewals Varied With fected by policy cancelations or nonrenewals. However, cancelations and

Type of Coverage nonrenewals did occur for some types of coverage purchased less often.
For example, according to over 23 percent of the respondents to one GAO
questionnaire, directors' and officers' liability coverage was either can-
celed or not renewed; according to nearly two-thirds, at least one policy
was not renewed for environmental liability coverage.

Significant Premium From 39 to 72 percent of the buyers reported paying more for less, or
Increases in 1986 the same, coverage in 1986, compared with 1985. For many, policy lim-

its or deductible amounts remained the same, even though premiums
increased. Where there were changes, however, they were almot
always to the buyers' detriment-limits decreased, deductibles
increased, or both. The experiences of the agents and brokers are consis- 0
tent with those of the buyers.

For the four types of coverage about which GAO was able to collect suffi-
cient cost data (primary commercial general liability [CGL], primary com-
mercial auto liability, primary directors' and officers' liability, and
excess CGL), policyholders paid more in 1986 than in 1985. Depending on

the type of coverage, large organizations experienced median premium
increases of 43 to 214 peroont for coverage in I 9SG. 01
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Summary

I

Premiums Remained a Although premium increases were large, insurance costs represented a

Small Percentage of Gross relatively small proportion of responding large organizations' annual

Receipts for Respondents gross receipts; these rose, on average, from .3 percent of gross receipts
in 1985 to .6 percent in 1986. Given this small percentage, however, it
seems unlikely that (1) increased insurance costs could have had a great
effect on the costs of goods and services provided by the large organiza-
tions or (2) the viability of the organizations was threatened. GAO'S sam-
ple, however, was designed to provide information about the 0
experiences of a broad range of organizations; the sample would not .

have identified specific pockets of organizations that might have expe-
rienced such problems.

The respondents of small businesses-the only small organizations we
surveyed-like the respondents of large organizations, reported few
problems in obtaining coverage, but, of 57 respondents, 33 paid more for
1986 coverage compared with 1985. Median premium increases for pri-
mary CGL (14 percent) and primary commercial auto liability (8 percent) .,

were less than increases paid by large organizations. Of the 33 respond-
ents with increased premiums, 19 had no change in deductibles or limits,
across all types of coverage. As a percentage (f annual gross receipts,
the premiums for small organizations respondents rose from 1 to 1.2 , .

percent between 1985 and 1986.

States Addressed Both GAO obtained information from six state insurance departments, which
Availability and took a variety of legislative and regulatory actions. All adopted a Mar-
Affordability Issues ket Assistance lrogram (MA)-a program to assist buyers in locating

insurers offering coverage. Because of the decreasing numbers of con-
sumers requesting their assistance, most of the department representa-
tives believed that Ai's have been successful. Although data from the t *
states show a decline in the number of requests for assistance in
obtaining coverage, the data do not provide information that would % ,

allow an assessment of MAIS themselves as crisis-easing mechanisms.

Recommendations This report includes no recommendations. \

Agency Comments ;,,o made copies of the draft report available to the associations partici-
pating in the surveys, as well as the Insurance Information Institute and
the Insurance Serv ices Office. The associations' comnments were included
as appropriate.
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Chaptcr 1

Introduction

NI

\.-

Since 1985, businesses and other organizations have reported problems
in getting adequate, affordable liability insurance. Accounts of skyrock-
eting prices, policy cancelations or nonrenewals, and scarce or nonexis-
tent coverage have become routine. Among the groups that have been .
the focus of attention in this insurance "crisis" are physicians, day care
centers, nurse-midwives, directors and officers of corporations and non-
profit organizations, municipalities, and hazardous waste disposal oper-
ations. The plight of physicians and various kinds of hazar dons waste
operations in obtaining liability insurance have been the topic of three
recent ;AO reports.,

The purpose of this report is to provide information concerning the
depth and breadth of the problems of securing liability insurance for a
broad range of businesses and other organizations. This report is one of
several in response to a request for information concerning various
aspects of the liability insurance market from the Chairman, Subcom- %
mittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness, and
the Chairman, Subcommittee on Health and the Environment (both Sub-
committees are part of the House Committee on Energy and Commerce). 8
Other reports in response to this request .ave dealt with changes in lia-
bility insurance policks and practices, insurer insolvency, and trends in
industry profitability.t

Background The concerns of buyers about the cost and availability of liability insur-
ance during 1985 through mid-1987 captured the attention of :.
lawmakers, the media, and the insurance industry itself. The situation
was generally viewed as the N orst "crisis" in recent memory because,
according to both insurance industry and nonindustry sources, it
affected nearly every segment of the U.S. economy.

l'reviously, the focus of insurance problems had been primarily on
broad types of coverage, such as product liability (in the mid-1970's) or -,

medical malpractice (in the late 1970's). Beginning in 1985, however , I
state task forces and louse and Senate committees heard testimony

S SS
, i Si I rf aid : Insutrin g I " derl ro Iu I V ! P etr il T anks G .A IR ('E D 8- If, li t I4M M 1 Iazard ous N '

\k,-i;,: 1sstes Siirrom ding Insiiraive ,.\v lahilit ;A -( H -88-2. Oct, 1987) and Me'dital .Mal-
practice A Framework for cti, nC (GA TI IRD-97-73. ,-,pt 987).

S'Nv Statement if W\illian, (G Al.-ndersonll. Assisnilt (l omptroiller (Gencral. I ineril (o (V.1rliinll P'o-

gran , (;enral Aiomilnt iV (K)fice, h'inre tIc SI I t' uItiv i .( of' oiiille'cu. ("onsiIllUr ['rotectionl and
(olnlt it i 'vetless. (ona11 i ie oil Eer'gy aind 1 ( 'nolIlii rci louse of' epl(litati v's. AriiI 21. 197.7
I.iabilitv Iistiriilice. , liiiges III Police's 1I Iiniits on Risks to Insurers((;A() llll)-87-18!lR. Nov
1.986): and Tax Policy Financial 'vcls III the l'rop-rty i"a ualt lndusi N .\( t( I)-M-5F5,
Apr 19,)h. %
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Chapter 1 I
Introduction

from specific groups, such as day care centers and municipalities, about
their inability to get adequate, affo, ,able liability insurance. Their testi-
mony, in addition to numerous articles in journals and periodicals, also
included mention of extremely large premium increases-in some cases,
300 percent or more. ,

In response to the general concern about insurance unavailability and --

premium increases, the industry and its supporters cited unprecedented 0
losses in recent years as justification for their actions. According to the
industry, actions were needed to increase insurance prices and to return
the industry's profitability to an acceptable level. Industry critics, how-
ever, have argued that the industry has overstated increases in claims
costs and has not adequately justified the size of premium increases.

The federal and state governments have responded in several ways. For
example, the Product Liability Risk Retention Act of 1981 was enacted
to reduce the problem of the rising cost of product liability insurance. It
preempted state laws to enable product manufacturers and sellers to
purchase insurance on a group basis at more favorable rates or to self-
insure through insurance cooperatives called risk retention groups.
Later, the Congress passed the Risk Retention Act Amendments of 1986
to expand the scope of this preemption to enable purchasing and risk
retention groups to provide not only product liability insurance, but all
types of liability insurance. State legislation is discussed in chapter 3.

Market Participants Organizations rely on liability insurance coverage to protect themselves
against the cost of accidents and other unforeseen events. Insurance
agents and brokers assist organizations, as insurance buyers, in getting
adequate, affordable coverage. Insurance companies assess the risks S
posed by an organization's activities and, for a price, agree to pay for
losses occurring within defined policy provisions. State insurance
departments regulate insurance companies by (1) monitoring solvency,
(2) tnsuring that rates are adequate, and (3) attempting to see that cov- 11-
erage is generally available. Some states directly regulate rates to assure
that rates are not excessive, others rely on market competetion to pre- '

vent excessive rates.

Limits and Deductibles Typically, general liability insurance policies limit the amount the insur-
ance company-insurer--will pay for each claim for (1) each person (a
per-occu~rrence limit) or (2) the total amount for the policy period (an
aggregate limit). This is a ceiling (an upper limit) on coverage. There is ,t,%

Page I I GAO IIRD-818434 Recent Liability Insurance "crisis"
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Chapter 1
Introduction

also often a floor (the deductible) on coverage. This is an amount the
insured must pay before insurance company liability starts. Thus, insur-
ers are liable for losses over the deductible amount and up to the aggre-
gate limit.

Primary and Excess If a buyer desires or is required by law to carry insurance with higher
Coverage limits of coverage than a single insurer is willing to offer. the buyer maypurchase coverage from more than one insurer. This is called layering.

The first policy, termed the primary coverage, will pay legitimate claims
up to the policy limits. The additional policy or policies will pay a speci-
fied amount toward any legitimate claim that exceeds the limits of the
primary policy. This additional coverage is termed excess, as it covers
claims in excess of the limits of the primary coverage.

Reasons for Fluctuations Liability insurance rates are generally dependent on insurers' prospec- -
in Insurance Rates and tive assessments of risk. For rate purposes, insurers usually classify

consumers into distinct classes, each representing a different level ofAvilbliyrisk. For example, insurers providing insurance to governmental entities

may group municipalities and counties into separate risk classes. Rating
services, such as the Insurance Services Office, Inc. (iSO), assess the
expected claims experience of large numbers of insurers; on the basis of ,

this information and its projections of future claims, iso suggests
actuarily calculated rates by risk class. These advisory rates are distrib-
uted to members of the services and are part of the information insurers
use to arrive at premiums. Each insurer may modify advisory rates to
reflect an individual buyer's risk experience or other variables.

The potential return on insurers' investments can also influence rates,
especially for types of insurance with "long tails" (that is, where a con-
siderable period of time may elapse between the receipt of the premium
and payment of a claim). When the return on an insurer's invest ment of
premium dollars is high, premiums charged can be less than the
actuarily calculated rate and still maintain a reasonable profit. During
l)eriods of relatively high investment returns, insurers sometimes inten-
tionally charge significantly less than (he act uarily calculated rate to
encourage sales; the insurers assume that any premium short falls will
be covered by investment income generatel. Ti-, practice is terme(l
cash flow underwriting. If insurers' investmelt io l'c rop (h'(l)r losses

1 I, ;I 1 l fI 11'( 'l II;IiI,)II;II (wgm lIiIll ha I~ h l x I t llull -11-I'11llalW" dd;lm;I 11 -" 1 :t0Il I l T1111 tIN -1

w ;IIIIZ;I 11 ( ,1 I ( le (1;11;1 lo) drv 1 el" I'm ik I.;l1- 
, 

1 hlt -1'I 111
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Chapter 1
Introduction

are greater than expected, premiums must increase to restore profit
levels. If these two phenomena coincide, the premium increases may be
dramatic. Rates are also affected by the overall availability of coverage.
When coverage is available from many sources, competition tends to
hold prices down; when there is little competition, coverage may be %
costly.

The amount of insurance an insurer can offer for sale is dependent on
the size of its policyholders' surplus (the excess of assets over liabilities) .
and the types of coverage sold. If insurers begin to lose money, their %
capacity to write insurance may decline, and they may have to reduce
the amount of insurance offered.

S

Cycles of Profitability Insurance rates have long followed cycles, rising as insurers move into
less competitive and profitable periods and falling as profits and compe-
tition increase. ' In 1978, insurance rates were relatively low, investment
income was high, competition flourished, and insurance was available. :"
In 1984, however, the cycle reversed sharply.

According to iso, large rate increases followed the 1984 reversal for two
reasons: (1) claims losses increased significantly and (2) insurers' invest-
ment returns dropped. As a result, insurers raised premiums. According
to iso, part of the rate increase was needed to restore the proper rela-
tionship between premiums charged and actual levels of risk.

The extent to which the various factors have affected rates is highly
controversial and outside the scope of this report. Our main focus is (1)
the breadth and depth of the insurance availability and affordability
problems during 1985 and 1986 and (2) how businesses and other orga-
nizations obtained insurance coverage during this time.

Objectives, Scope, and To gather information on the availability and affordability of liabilityM etoolg insurance, taking into consideration the variety of perspectives from
Methodology which these issues can be viewed, we (1) surveyed 450 large and small

businesses (as defined by annual budget size) and other organizations,
as well as 502 insurance agents and brokers, (2) examined actions taken
in six states to address availability and affordability problems, and (3)

',e, our Tax I'olicv: Fiancial ('chvs In ti,, I'n'(pelly ('asualty hI1(ILyst ((A() (iGI)-8E-5 1,5. ,pr
98Gi).
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Chapter 1
Introduction

interviewed representatives of 15 companies- 10 insurance and 5 rein-
surance (the assumption by one insurer, the reinsurer, of all or part of a
risk undertaken by a second insurer). For background information, we
also spoke with representatives from insurance industry associations,
including iso, the Insurance Information Institute (Iln), and the Reinsur-
ance Association of America (RAA).

Coverage for Businesses We used two associations as a basis for selecting buyers, that is, busi-

and Other Organizations nesses and other organizations, to survey-the Risk and Insurance Man-
agement Society, Inc. (rIMS), and the National Federation for
Independent Business, Inc. (NFm). We chose associations for our sam-
pling frame because a list of liability insurance consumers was not
available.

RiMS is an association of corporate risk managers-those responsible for
obtaining insurance and using other techniques to minimize the risks
associated with about 3,800 member organizations. According to RIMS
staff, member organizations include more than 90 percent of the Fortune
1,000 companies (see app. I); consequently, RIMS membership constitutes
an excellent profile of large U.S. businesses. Member organizations also
include about 200 public and nonprofit institutions, such as hospitals,
universities, and service organizations. Throughout this report we refer
to Rims members as large organizations.

NFIB is an association of approximately 500,000 businesses, from small
to medium in size, with sales ranging from less than $100,000 to about
$1 million. According to NFIM's research arm, the NFIM Foundation, mem-
bership is generally representative of the small business population in
the ITnited States and offers one of the best sampling frames currently 0
available for small businesses. Throughout this report we refer to
responding NVIB members as small businesses (the only small organiza-
tions we surveyed).

We also surveyed a sample of agents and brokers-members of the '

National Association for Professional Sur)lus Lines, Ltd. ( NAI'Si)), the
Professional Insurance Agents of America (IA). and the National Asso-
ciation of Insurance Brokers (NAIB). Again, we used associations, mere-
berships because identification of all agents and brokers was not
possible. These associations were selected because their members inter-
act with insurers in different ways to obtain insurance coverage for
their clients (see app. I). Throughout this report, when we refer to
agents and brokers, we mean only the responding (rnes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

For the buyers survey, we collected data on eight types of primary and
excess coverage:

" commercial general liability (CGL) for claims arising from injuries or
damage related to the operation of a business, including those from
property, manufacturing operations, contracting operations, and sale or
distribution of products;

" product liability for claims associated with goods manufactured, sold,
handled, or distributed by the policyholder or others trading under his
or her name;

" commercial auto liability for claims resulting from the ownership or
operation of a motor vehicle;

" directors' and officers' liability for protecting the policyholders' direc-

tors and officers from liability for wrongful acts, errors, and omissions N,
arising from their organizational activities;

" professional liability for claims arising from a professional's faulty ser-
vices or failure to meet the standard of service expected under the
circumstances;

" public officials' liability for claims arising from the actions of a public S
official, such as a school administrator or an officer of a local
government;

" environmental liability for claims relating to loss, damage, or destruc-
tion of natural resources arising from policyholders' operations; and

* other (as described by the respondent).

The buyers survey data did not yield enough observations for us to
report information for each type of coverage. For large organizations,
we report survey information for six types of primary coverage (all
except public officials' liability and other) and four types of excess cov-
erage (CGL, product liability, commercial auto liability, and directors' 0
and officers' liability). For small businesses, we report survey informa-
tion for three types of primary coverage (c(L,, product liability, and com-
mercial auto liability).

We collected similar information through the agents and brokers survey,
with two exceptions: (1) we did not include public officials' liability cov-
erage, and (2) we grouped all types of excess coverage into one type (all
excess). We collected sufficient data to report results for four types of
coverage, including primary c(1,u, primary product liability, primary
commercial auto liability, and all excess coverage.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In July 1987, we mailed a questionnaire to 250 large organizations and
200 small businesses, asking them to provide the following information
for policies ending in 1985 and 1986:

" source(s) of coverage;
* premiums paid, as well as deductibles and limits, by specific types of

coverage;
" policy form purchased (claims-made vs. occurrence);
• extent to which coverage met needs; and
" policy cancelations or nonrenewals occurring during the designated

period.

In a separate questionnaire covering the same time, first mailed in
August 1987, we asked 59 NAIB, 201 NAPSLO, and 243 PIA members to
provide information concerning their experiences in procuring coverage
for their clients, including

" the markes accessed by type of coverage and industry classification,
" the extent to which liability insurance was available by industry classi-

fication and by type of coverage,
" whether any clients did not purchase coverage or purchased less cover-

age because of cost, and
" clients' experiences with policy cancelations or nonrenewals.

For the buyers survey, our questionnaire response rates were 54 percent
for large organizations and 30 percent for small businesses. For the
agents and brokers survey, the questionnaire response rates were 54

percent for PIA, .53 percent for NAMB, and 49 percent for NAPSID. Copies Of
the questionnaires are included in the report as appendices II and Ili.

State Insurance To determine the actions state insurance departments took in response
Department Actions to to insurance market conditions, we interviewed knowledgeable staff

Address Market Problems from six state insurance departments. We obtained information on spe-
cific actions taken by the states (Arizona. California, Illinois, Massachu-
setts, New York, and Pennsylvania) to address availability and
affordability problems. These data are current as of July 31, 1987.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Ile

Insurer and Reinsurer Between December 1986 and April 1987, we conducted structured inter-

views views with representatives of 10 insurers (the top 7 licensed insurers
and 3 of the top 10 surplus lines insurers writing general liability insur-
ance in the United States--) and 5 reinsurers. We asked about a variety of
issues involving the liability insurance market, including

" types of coverage currently affected by availability or affordability
problems,

" actions taken by insurers and reinsurers to limit exposure for targeted
classes or types of coverage and the reasons for those actions, V1

" the effect(s) of recent developments in the reinsurance market on
insurer capacity and willingness to underwrite specific risk classes or
types of coverage, and

" the effect(s) of state insurance department actions to curb availability
or affordability difficulties for insurance buyers.-

We also reviewed many studies of availability and affordability for spe-
cific risk classes or types of coverage. Additional details concerning our
scope and methodology are included in appendix 1.

Licensed insurers ( (onutanies licensed to doi business in ai spec rl tate b,. the suate inst i lce%
departmentl (otitite thie majior component oif the tomnirercial mairket fot iristirinti ciinsiniirs. Stir-
plus lines insurers (1I) calt pft rude insurance to ithe buyer whit cantru t biaini insutrantie trm a
licensed insurer aint ( 2) ate exemptt frn ia laws co ncerninug ttitis ori llic \ form~ts, al hli gh require to It
Meet states, solvelncy resiiirenieitts. This is Iiariise t lie risk cLLasss intsurned li *v sunits lites insurers
tend to require piolicies withI individhialized Prorvisions niii fotuntd Ill starudaird ftiritls. \ic tit(i)mst lie
rated on arn Intdividiual haisis. 1
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Chapter 2

Premiums Increased for All Types of Coverage,
but Liability Insurance Was Available to
Most Organizations

Summary

Findings Information we obtained from buyers--large organizations
and small businesses--and from the agents and brokers we
surveyed indicates that for the majority of responding
organizations and businesses,a liability insurance was
available in 1985 and 1986. Where availability was a
problem, it primarily affected a relatively small number of
organizations--those wishing to purchase environmental
liability coverage.

A majority of agents and brokers we surveyed reported that
only a small percentage of their clients were unable to
obtain any coverage or had their policies canceled or not
renewed. Similarly, most buyers reported no problems,
within the past 2 years, of policies canceled or not renewed.

For the four types of coverage most often purchased by
buyers (primary CGL, primary commercial auto liability,
primary directors' and officers' liability, and excess CGL),
price increases were substantial, with median increases
ranging from 43 to 214 percent between 1985 and 1986.
There is some evidence that small businesses experienced
much smaller increases that did large organizations.

While many buyers reported premium increases between
1985 and 1986, coverage (in terms of policy deductibles and
limits) tended to remain the same or decrease. Some of
these buyers may have intentionally cut back on their
coverage in response to higher premiums. Other data
indicate that some buyers were unable to purchase as much
coverage as desired.

As a percentage of annual gross receipts or total budgets,
insurance costs for large organizations nearly doubled, from
0.3 percent to 0.6 percent from 1985 to 1986. The costs for
small businesses also increased, from 1.0 to 1.2 percent, for
the same period.

'See appendix I for detailed scope and methodology information for the buers sur~e and agents and
brokers survey

Perceived Needs of One measure of the adequacy of insurance c(overage is the extent towhich insurers believe that their needs for insuranc(e were met by the
Responding Large coverage purchased for a given policy year. Seventy percent or more of
Organizations Met the large organizations told us that their needs were met for policy year

1985 for all types of coverage for which data were available. I lowever,

for 1986, we noted that the number of large organizations that said their
needs were met declined by 12 percent or more for the following types
of coverage:
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Premiums Increased for All Types of
Coverage, but Liability Insurance Was
Available to Most Organizations

" excess CGL,
" excess product liability,
" excess commercial auto liability, and
* excess directors' and officers' liability.

Many of the large organizations registered satisfaction with the types of .

coverage they purchased in 1985. For example, in 1985, about 90 per-
cent of the large organizations said their needs were met for primary
CGL, primary product liability, and primary commercial auto liability 1
policies (see fig. 2. 1). For these same types of coverage, 86 percent or
more said that their needs for excess coverage were met in 1985. How-
ever, these percentages declined for nearly every type of coverage in
1986. The greatest decline was recorded for excess product liability
(from 86 to 60 percent).'I (See fig. 2.2.)%

Most Responding According to large organizations, liability coverage was generally availa-
ble in 1985 and 1986 (see table 2. 1). For most types of coverage, 13 per-

Large Organizations cent or fewer who believed they needed coverage did not buy it in 1985

Obtained Coverage in or 1986 because they could not find it. The major exception to this pat-
tern was environmental liability coverage; 32 percent of the large orga-

1985and 986nizations (21 of 65) needing this type of coverage could not obtain it in
1985, rising to 55 percent (38 of 69) in 1986.' Thus, when coupled with
responses as to whether insurance needs were met, the responses about
insurance availability indicate that most large organizations were able
to obtain some coverage, but some were not able to obtain as muchi as
they would have liked.

WhleI leivii ililtN.of c'.e ig Iliy i ccmse hsepecetge t 6cllc.iti lk 1 SSi

1,ht hwosv l IINrleYii 115 So Ght IlvED-88-() Jm.I igi 1988 1 t. walle 11111t111t i h o vl g ;I \ , -

tiniI< ineillncelis (i iri l .\jilijtc(I lwiiohi 1 mo't.g Ii J(tl gli)S i ii linh is I niu

o11. I jlzill*Idils Wste i i4 Sly mjei lllinIiis Ii v :\\aes ilii ilt ~ il ty 11114 H E 8 2i hi Il!'871.m,
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Chapter 2
Premiums Increased for All Types of
Coverage, but Liability Insurance Was
Available to Most Organizations

Figure 2.1: RIMS Respondents
Perceiving Their Primary Coverage as
Adequate (1985-86) 100 Percent of Respondents
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Coverage, but Liability Insurance Was %
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V

Figure 2.2: RIMS Respondents
Perceiving Their Excess Coverage asAdqae(958)100 Percent of Respondents
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Premiums Increased for All Types of
Coverage, but Liability Insurance Was
Available to Most Organizations

Table 2.1: Extent to Which Needed
Liability Coverage Was Not Purchased Numbers in percent
(1985-86) Unsatisfactory

Too expensive quotea Could not find
Type of coverage 1985 1986 1985 1986 1985 1986

Primary:

CGL 1 2 0 1 0 0
Product 1 3 0 0 1 1

Commercial auto 2 3 0 0 0 0
Directors' and officers' 4 8 2 1 4 5

Professional 14 13 3 2 7 13

Environmental 20 16 2 4 32 55

Excess:

CGL 2 1 0 1 3 3 S

Product 1 2 0 0 3 1

Commercial auto 2 2 0 0 3 3
Directors' and officers' 14 22 5 2 16 22

-Refers to cost or terms of coverage

Most agents and brokers also reported that liability coverage was avail- '4
able (see table 2.2). The majority reported, however, that their clients %
encountered new exclusions at..J limitations in their 1985 and 1986 ('GL,
product liability, and excess policies. In addition, although not reflecting
a majority of respondents, from 20 to 46 percent noted new exclusions S'.

and limitations for 1985 commercial auto liability policies.

..
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Table 2.2: Extent to Which Liability
Coverage Was Available to Numbers in percent'
Respondents' Clients (1985-86) Available with

Available at new exclusions Coverage
Type of desired levels and limitations unavailable
coverage Associationsb 1985 1986 1985 1986 1985 1986
CGL NAIB 29 29 67 71 0 0

NAPSLO 42 35 53 60 1 5
PIA 42 36 53 60 4 4 0

Product NAIB 13 17 79 75 4 8

NAPSLO 15 13 63 68 6 19
PIA 25 19 52 64 15 17

Commercial NAIB 50 67 46 29 0 4
auto NAPSLO 41 35 20 24 3 41

PIA 64 52 29 42 6 6

Excess NAIB .

NAPSLO 33 29 60 61 3 10

PIA .

"Percentages may not add to 100 because not every respondent had sufficient clients to answer ques
tions for alt types of coverage S

'Number of respondents for each association NAIB=25, PIA=53 and NAPSLO=81

Information not presented due to low number of observations

Data from the agents and brokers survey suggested that large organiza-
tions were more likely to experience changes in coverage than small
businesses. NAIB respondents, who handle larger clients (in terms of
annual budgets or receipts) than do the other two associations, were
more likely than the others to note policy exclusions or limitations for
CGL, product liability, and commercial auto coverage. Large organiza-
tions, then, may be experiencing more coverage restrictions than small
businesses.

According to the agents and brokers, insurance availability problems
varied for the four types of coverage in 1985 and 1986. Organizations
purchasing product liability insurance were the most likely to purchase
policies with new exclusions and limitations, according to all three
associations' respondents. Product liability coverage was also the one
most likely to be categorized as "itnavailable."

NAPSID respondents, the agents and brokers with connections to unli-
censed insurers, noted the greatest changes in availability between 1985
and 1986. For example, although only 3 percent of the NA,\PSI) members
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said that commercial auto liability insurance was unavailable in 1985,
this increased to 41 percent in 1986. NAtSI) respondents also reported
large percentage increases from 1985 to 1986 for product liability (from
6 to 19 percent) and excess liability (from 3 to 10 percent).

Overall, few of the agents and brokers indicated that their clients wereNumber of Insurers affected by a complete lack of insurance. The agents and brokers who e
Represented by reported unavailability, however, tended to represent fewer insurers-

Agents and Brokers 10 or less (see table 2.3). Thus, the agents' and brokers' perception of ,:Inflenced Beroersn whether coverage was available may be linked to the number of connec-
tions they have to the insurance market. The wider the agent's or bro-

of Availability ker's market to shop for coverage, the more likely he or she is to be able
to locate coverage for clients.

Table 2.3: Agents' and Brokers'
Perception of Availability in Relation to Agents and Brokers
the Number of Their Market Connections Saying Representing Saying Repretanting

Type of coverage insurersa coverage insurers
coverage Associations "unavailable" <10 _>10 "available" - 10 _10
CGL NAIB 0 0 0 24 4 20

PIA 2 2 0 50 45 5
NAPSLO 4 4 0 74 23 51

Product NAB 2 0 2 22 4 18
PIA 9 9 0 42 37

NAPSLO 14 9 5 64 18 46
Commercial NAIB 1 0 1 23 4 19
auto PIA 3 3 0 48 43 5

NAPSLO 31 11 20 47 16 31
Excess NAIB

PIA
NAPSLO 8 5 3 70 22 48

)ata not presented dunlo o of othse,,atons

0
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Premiums Increased for All Types of
Coverage, but Liability Insurance Was
Available to Most Organizations

Types of Policy Forms: Another indicator of availability is the extent to which the traditional
occurrence-based forms were available to buyers in 1985 and 1986.1

Claims-Made and With the exception of professional types of coverage, such as medical

Occurrence malpractice, occurrence-based forms have been the staple for most .types of coverage. In the buyers survey results, there was no marked
increase in the prevalence of claims-made forms between 1985 and
1986.

Responding Large Except for certain types of coverage, most responding large organiza-Rgapni ns Largtions did not experience a problem with policy cancelations and
Organizations nonrenewals (see table 2.4). For the types of coverage purchased most
Experienced Limited often, cancelations and nonrenewals were not numerous. Primary envi-
Problems With ronmental liability coverage, however, was more likely to be canceled or

nonrenewed than other types of coverage. About the same number of
Cancelations and responding large organizations purchased coverage in 1986 as did in

Nonrenewals 1985, except for environmental liability coverage-suggesting that even
those who had coverage canceled or nonrenewed in 1985 were able to
obtain it for 1986. ,

Table 2.4: Responding Large
Organizations With at Least One Policy
Canceled or Not Renewed (1985-86) Purchased

Type of coverage in 1985-86B Canceledb Not renewedb

CGL 118 12 13

Product 92 7 12

Commercial auto 121 8 10

Directors and officers 96 22 24

Professional 34 5 10

Environmental 32 8 19

Excess 9 41

'Inciides respondents with coverage in either 1985 or 1986 as well as those vWith coverage in both ik
years

For the period January 1984 through December 1986

Data not available "a

Most of the agents and brokers reported that at least some of their cli- %
ents experienced a policy cancflation or nonrenewal. Altt'ough less than
1() percent of clients exl)erienced a cancelation or nonrenewal, from 72

'\I 1vll rel'l(ll('f. IN'flh' ha t 1)1'.(,\ "- m(' av J f'or d'h inl° lihed III i'laitll1 It, lll In i t't'slo "ur i g

dulring the lXiI(. tt'rlll f'iw \\ hwlh ci'[lllns (anI hvt illimle al alli~ l, lit t 'l llin~tsi ,cI: tillS: ;Idv l' ~hc''
t"'r, tlte cf\,ragc k t iled ilrili2 lt, iJ. ,'I 'itd to
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to 94 percent of the agents and brokers reported at least one client had a

policy canceled or not renewed (see table 2.5).

Table 2.5: Agents and Br..,cers Reporting
Cancelation or Nonrenewal Amrong Numbers in percent
Clients t1985-86) 1985 1986

Agents and Median Median
brokers percentage At least percentage At least
associationa of clients one client of clients one client
PIA 5 74 5 72

NAIB 10 94 4 81

INAPSLC resporoaent wr-re ni ed about cancelation or nonrenewal because they often do not deal
directly with the in-ur ccb,-e

Typically, the responding large organizations obtained coverage from
Sourcs ofCove age commercial sources (either directly from an insurer or through an agent K

or a broker). As shown in table 2.6, the majority purchased coverage
c ither as a separate policy or included in a (GL policy.'I Although a few
respondents indicated that they self-insured or joined a captive for cov-
erage,> we did not observe a significant increase in the use of these alter-
natives between 1985 and 1986.

Ji.

d.

S%
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Coverage, but Liability Insurance Was
Available to Most Organizations

Table 2.6: Responding Large Organizations Purchasing Liability Coverage, by Type and Source (1985-86)

Sources of coverage
1985 1986

Coverage Commercial Included Coverage Commercial Included
Type of coverage obtained8  sourcesb in CGL Otherc obtained sources in CGL Other

Primary:

CGL 121 _ - 104 - - 14 119 106 • 12

Product 92 25 60 7 93 31 53 8

Commercial auto 123 96 18 9 121 94 18 8

Directors' and officers' 92 81 1-- 8 91 82 " 1 8

Professional 34 24 6 4 32 22 - 6 4

Environmental 31 11 16 4 17 8 5 3

Excess:

CGL 117 104 • 11 118 100 • 14

Product 89 40 43 5 89 35 47 6

Commercial auto 112 65 38 9 109 60 37 9

Directors' and officers' 24 17 1 5 28 23 1 4

aWhere the number of respondents obtaining coverage does not match the total number attributed to
various sources, all respondents did not record all sources on their questionnaires "

ilncludes insurance companies, agents, and brokers

-Includes self-insurance (either alone or as a group) and insuring through a captive a parent organiza-
tion, or other various means

%

=

'I.
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Coverage, but Liability Insurance Was *

Available to Most Organizations

Respnding Large For the four types of coverage most often purchased by the responding
large organizations, prices increased substantially between 1985 and

Organizations 1986. These types of coverage-primary (,(;L, primary commercial auto,

Experienced Premium primary directors' and officers', and excess (';L-were also those that
Increases for Types of were most often purchased as a separate policy. Our discussion of pre-

mium costs is limited to these four types because we were unable to sep-
Coverage Most Often arate the costs of the other individual coverage types within a ('(;.I

Purchased policy.

Few responding large organizations told us that they were precluded
from purchasing any single type of coverage because it was too expen-
sive. Almost all large organizations that purchased primary ('(;l., pri-
mary commercial auto liability, primary directors' and officers' liability, 
and excess cmL, however, reported price increases between 1985 and
1986. The amount of increase varied considerably across types of cover-
age (see table 2.7). Large organizations reported median premium
increases, ranging from 43 percent (for primary commercial auto liabil-
ity and primary directors' and officers' liability insurance) to 214 per-
cent (for excess CGi, insurance coverage).

Table 2.7: Average Increase in Premiums
Paid by Responding Large Organizations Numbers in percent
(198586) Type of coverage Mean Median

Primary CGL 162 54

Primary commercial auto liability 82 43
Primary directors' and officers' liahility 273 43

Excess CGL 343 214

The differences between the mean (tie average) and median percentage
change in premiums for the primary coverage types between 1985 and
1986 suggest that the mean may have been skewed by especially large
premium increases for a relatively small number of those surveyed. The
mean and median l)ercentage increases for excess u(;I, coverage, how- ,*
ever. suggest that nearly every excess ('(aI insured exl)erienced a large
increase.

For the 9G responding htrge organizations carrying both primary and
excess ('(;t. (overage, incr('eased excess ('(;. costs c)nltrilbtte(l to a greater 
p()rtion of the total cost increase. Of a mean increase of 185 )ercent for
resl)tndents carrying 1)t h pri mary and excess ((;.. 60 )ercent of Ihe
increase was (Itte to increased excess ('(;I, ((sts 4) percet was (lelle to
increases in the costs of' primary (*(;I, coverag.
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Premiums Increased for Al Types of
Coverage, but Liability Insurance Was
Available to Most Organizations

Few Organizations Few of the respondents to our buyers survey indicated that cost pre-
Prevented From vented them from purchasing primary CGL, primary product liability, or

Purchasing Coverage primary commercial auto liability coverage in either 1985 or 1986.

Because of Cost Respondents to the agents and brokers survey generally corroborated
this information; they reported that few of their clients did not purchase
or purchased less of these types of insurance because of higher prices I-r

(see table 2.8).

Table 2.8: Agents' or Brokers' Clients
Who Purchased Less Liability Coverage Type of coverage Association 1985 1986

or Did Not Purchase Coverage for Price CGL NAIB 0 0
Reasons (1985-86) 2 5 "____

PIA 2 5
NAPSLO 10- 10

Product NAI8 5 3

PIA 8 10
NAPSLO 10 20

Commercial auto NAIB 0 0

PIA 0 -0

NAPSLO 0 0_

Excess NAIB .

PIA .

NAPSLO 15 20

'Information not presented due to low number of observations

The percentage of agents and brokers who reported that their clients,
for price reasons, purchased less coverage or did not purchase any is
shown in table 2.9.
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Coverage, but Liability Insurance Was
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Table 2.9: Agents and Brokers Who
Reported at Least One Client Who Numbers in percent __

Purchased Less Liability Coverage or Type of coverage Association -- 1985 1986
Did Not Purchase Any for Price Reasons L N 4 3
(1985-86) CGL NAIB 41 33

PIA 52 63
NAPSLO 74 78

Product NAIB 65 61

PtA 64 70 S

NAPSLO 79 77

Commercial auto NAIB- ___ 36 30

PIA 33 37

NAPSLO 42 44

Excess NAIB

PIA -

NAPSLO 75 79

alnformation not presented due to low number of observations

Coverage Limits Information from responding large organizations suggests that those
who paid more for 1986 coverage ended up with the same or less cover-

Decreased and age than they had in 1985. It is unclear whether the insurer or the
Deductibles Increased insured instigated coverage changes. Of the 10 insurance company rep-fordManybespnreased resentatives we interviewed, 5 told us, however, that their company

increased deductibles or introduced new coverage restrictions to limit or
Large Organizations minimize the risk of paying claims. Policyholders may also have decided

to purchase less coverage to save money.

For the three types of primary coverage for which data were available
(primary CGL, primary directors' and officers' liability, and primary
commercial auto liability), many responding organizations either kept 0
the same per-occurrence policy deductibles and limits for 1985 and 1986
or saw their coverage decrease (see table 2.10). In terms of total cover-
age purchased (including excess coverage), we noted similar results.
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Coverage, but Liability Insurance Was
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Table 2.10: Rising Premiums, Stable
Limits, and Deductibles for Responding Responding organizations
Large Organizations Premiums increased;

Premiums coverage remained the
Type of coverage increased same or decreased
Primary CGL 92 64
Primary commercial auto 78 53
Primary directors' and officers' 45 39

All coverageb 75 51
"Decreased" can be interpreted as a lower limit or a higher deductible

'Of the remaining 24 respondents, 5 purchased more coverage, and the results for 19 were ambiguous
due to concurrent changes in several policies,

The proportion of revenues (for businesses) or budgets (for other orga-Cost of Liability nizations, such as schools) spent on liability insurance was relatively
Insurance Not a small, but it nearly doubled from 1985 to 1986. Large organizations

Significant Percentage spent an average of 0.3 percent of their annual revenues or budgets on
liability insurance for 1985, but the average increased to 0.6 percent in

of Revenues or 1986.

Budgets for
Responding Large
Organizations

Responses of Small Generally, owners of small businesses reported few problems in
obtaining coverage, although 33 out of 57 respondents paid more forBusinesses 1986 coverage compared with 1985. Although limit and deductible pro-
visions tended to remain stable, despite premium increases, the cost of
coverage was about 1 percent of annual gross revenues.

For the three types of insurance for which we were able to collect data
from small businesses (primary CGL, primary product liability, and pri-
mary commercial auto liability),

* 91 percent or more of the respondents indicated that their needs were
met by the coverage purchased,

* none of the respondents reported any instances of cancelation,
. 2 respondents reported nonrenewals, and
* none reported that they could not find any liability insurance.
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Premiums Increased for All Types of
Coverage, but Liability Insurance Was
Available to Most Organizations

4 

Like the responding large organizations, small businesses reported pre-
mium increases across the types of coverage purchased most often. The
median increase for small businesses' primary CGL coverage was 14 per-
cent and for primary commercial auto liability, 8 percent. Of the 33 with
increased premiums, 19 had no change in deductibles or limits across all
types of coverage. On average, as a percentage of annual gross receipts,
small businesses spent 1.0 percent on liability coverage for policy years
1985 and 1.2 percent for 1986.
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Chapter 3

State Actions to Improve Liability Insurance
Availability and Affordability

Summary

Findings State legislative and administrative actions to alleviate
insurers' concerns have included both direct and indirect
market intervention. For example, some states directly
affected the insurance market by limiting percentage rate
increases (flex-rating). Other states took a more indirect
approach, for example, by authorizing insurance buyers to
pool their resources and buy insurance as a group.

Several states set up Market Assistance Programs (MAPs),
whose purpose is to assist buyers in their search for liability
insurance. Although applications for assistance in obtaining
liability coverage have generally declined, data are
unavailable to assess the role of MAPs in easing market
conditions.

In the six states we examined, CGL was the type of
coverage most often the focus of their actions.

Whether as a result of state actions or other reasons, state
officials believed that insurance avaiiability problems
appeared to be easing.

Traditionally, state governments regulate the insurance industry. E'ach

state has an insurance department (see p. 11 ) whose central mission is to
( 1 ) monitor the solvency of insurance companies conducting business in

the state, (2) make certain that insurance rates are adequate, but not
excessive or unfairly discriminatory, and (3) attempt to ensure that
insurance is generally available in the states. Specific laws. resources,

and regulatory philosophies vary among the states, but generally state
insurance departments fulfill the same basic functions.

To identify the responses of state insurance departments to availability
and affordability problems in the liability coverage market. we inter- -

viewed department officials from Arizona, California, Illinois. Massa-
chusetts, New Y(ork, and Pennsylvania. We chose these states becaus('

they were known to have taken specific actions in response to consum-
ers diffictlties in obtaining available or affordable liability insurance.
These states, although not reIresentative of all states, do offer an indi-

cation of the kinds of actions states (an take to counter availability and
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affordability problems, as well as the types of coverage that have been
the focus of those actions.

The actions taken by the six states have depended, to a large extent, on
the problems in each state. For example, some states attempted to
increase the availability of liability coverage for specific risk classes,
such as day care centers or municipalities. Other states attempted to
increase the availability of specific types of coverage, such as CGL or
product liability. In the six states for which we have information, CGI.
was the type of coverage most often chosen as the focus of actions.

Data showing the effect of these actions on insurance availability are
not collected in many states. Most states, for example, keep data on the
number of insurance consumers taking advantage of specific programs,
but information needed to assess the true effectiveness of these pro-
grams is limited. For example, of the six states, only four collected any
information on how many consumers actually obtained coverage
through programs designed to match buyers with companies offering
coverage. Only three of these states collected data to show the length of
time consumers had to wait before receiving an offer of coverage.

State insurance department officials told us that the availability of lia-
bility insurance has improved. In these six states, however, a few spe-
cific groups, such as municipalities and day care centers, continue to be
hard to insure. State officials are examining liability insurance availabil- r;
ity and affordability, as well as the possibility of instituting additional
measures to address continuing problems.
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Table 3.1: Recent State Initiatives to
Improve Insurance Availability and States
Stability in Six States Initiative Ariz. Calif. Ill. N.Y. Mass. Pa.

Establish MAPs Y Y Y Y y y
Authorize JUAs ,  - Y Y Y Y Y

Approve claims-made forms y y y Y y

Provide at least 30-day prior notice for
policy renewal Y Y Y Y Y Y

Restrict midterm policy cancelations Y Y Y Y * Y

Require insurers to notify department of
decision to terminate coverage type in
state • Y Y

Legend
Y = Yes

aJoint Underwriting Associations

"California is a "file-and-use" state In other words, unless specifically forbidden to do so. insurance
companies can offer any insurance forms they wish, although their rates are regulated

Availability: State The six states addressed availability problems in a variety of ways (see
table 3.1). Each established some kind of program in which buyers who

Actions Varied were unable to find insurance were matched with insurance companies

According to Market offering coverage. Two of the most prominent programs were .fAPs, in
Conditions which insurers voluntarily agree to provide coverage for those unable to

locate insurance, and Joint Underwriting Associations (.tAs), in which

insurers licensed in a state are required by the state to provide coverage
to those who cannot obtain it in the voluntary market. States also
revised insurance regulations, such as those pertaining to policy cancela-
tion and nonrenewal, to facilitate uninterrupted coverage.

As shown in table 3.2, the emphases of MA.is and .t*s depended on the
problems experienced in an individual state. In some states, such as Cali-
fornia and Massachusetts, the MAPS targeted specific groups. Other .NIAIs,
like those in New York and Pennsylvania, concentrated on specific cov-
erage types. Although each of the six states authorized the formation of
.UAs, only one state (Massachusetts) operated a .I-A during the time of
our study.'

I']his (h ,s not ili'hid nl e di al 1l raln tli( . "it A.s, which %%i'v ivstahlishd in Iw hits 197' ni ('alif i-

Ilia, lhh is Massachusetts .ald I's liii Valli;i
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Table 3.2: Emphases of Market
Assistance Programs and Joint States
Underwriting Associations in Six States MAP and JUA Ariz. Calif. Ill. N.Y. Mass. Pa.

Type of coverage:

General liability Mi M' M M1

Product liability M

Liquor liability J

Type of risk class: •
Municipalities M

Day care M • M M M

Police protection M

Legend
M MAP

J = JUA _

'In states implementing general liability MAPs or JUAs. an MAP may provide many types of coverage
other than those listed in this table For example. New Yorks general liability MAP can also provide
product liability coverage

State has authorized, but has not yet implemented a JJA

In 1986. New York s Child Care MAP was expanded to include other organizations, such as community
centers, and other phianthropc activities it has since been renamed the Community Service MAP

MAPs: A Voluntary Each of the six states authorized some type of IAP to match insurance

Approach buyers unable to obtain insurance with companies offering it. States
seemed to favor MAPS over .If'As because ( 1 ) information about the insur-
ance market is centralized and made more accessible to insurance buyers
and (2) insurers are more likely to participate in less intrusive programs.
Pennsylvania and New York insurance department officials told us that
participation in a voluntary versus a mandatory program is often the
incentive to favor MAt's over .11 AS.

MAP Structure Varied The .uis were generally structured in two ways. First, under the direc-
tion of state insurance departments in four states, voluntary associa-
tions of insurers and of agents and brokers assisted M1AP applicants. For
example, the Illinois department forwarded M,\i applications to a com-
mittee of agents and brokers. If the committee could not find an insurer
willing to provide coverage, the MAi' application was sent to a committee
of insurance company representatives, which then atteml)ted to locate
coverage for the applicant. Second, in three states-Arizona, Massachu-
setts, and New York-t he state processed MAP applications. Those seek-
ing general liability insurance called a st ate insurance department
hotline. The person monitoring t he hot line referred the aI)plicant to a
company that could provide the coverage required.

0%
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Although insurers were not required to participate in MAPS, some states
required participating insurers to offer coverage to a fixed percentage of
applicants. In four of the six states, insurers participating in MAPS did
not have to offer coverage to each MAP applicant. In Massachusetts, New
York (only the municipal MAP), and Pennsylvania, however, MAP insurers
had to offer coverage for a specified percentage of the applications they
received.

Assessment of MAPs' According to officials of four of the six state insurance departments,

Effects Difficult With because of high placement rates and decreasing applications, MAPS were

Available Data apparently meeting their main objective-to ease availability problems.
In all the six states, however, we found the data collected insufficient to
assess the MAPS' success.

These data, which varied by category and amount, provide information
on the rate of MAP applications, which is an indicator of the demand for
assistance in obtaining a particular type of coverage. For example, most
of the states recorded the total number of apl)lications (or phone calls)
received and processed. Four of the six states kept statistics showing
the number of applicants known to have been offered insurance through
the MAPS. The final outcome, however (such as the rate to be charged or
whether applicants agreed to accept the terms and conditions offered),
was unknown for MAPS in three of the states.

In addition, three of the six states did not track the time lapsed from the
date the application was received to the date coverage was offered. Only
New York and Pennsylvania kept statistics on the number of applicants V
successfully obtaining coverage through their MAi's. Data from the Illi- ,
nois MAP indicated that about 43 percent of all applicants eventually
received insurance offers, but some waited for long periods of time. In
our analysis of the data. 38 percent of the offers were made from 3 to 11
months after apt)licants had contacted the MAI,. Thus, although 43 per-

cent of the applicants in Illinois were offered liability insurance. they,
waited a long time before insurance was offered. This shows that M..As
were not always an immediate solution to availability problems for some
applicants.

For four of the six states, the rate of M.\' applications over the life of the

MAIP, as of .luly 1987, is shown in figure :3.1. From mid-198( toJuily
1987, the rate of M\i' applications decreased for three states. Ariz )na•.
which operates a telephone hotline, was the only exception. In Arizona.
phone inquiries about the program increased until July 1987-the last
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quiarter for which data were available-when they declined. Data from-
New York's MAPS were not available.

Figure 3.: Market Assistance Program
Activity in Four States (As of July 1987) 60 Percent of Applications Received to Date

500
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1st 2nd 3rd 4lth 5th 6th 7th
Quarter of operation

Arizona (phone calls)0
---- Califomia
m iiiiir Illinois

owns Pennsylvania

Each state could account for only a portion of the most recent quarter. A

.Joint Underwriting If state insurance departments cannot lpersltade insuirance companies to
Assoiatonsparticipate in an MIAP vi 'I'ltarily, another olption is to require companies

to provide coverage th; ugh a .Jt -A. Like an MAP, a ji,,Vs ob jective is to
ease availability problems, but insurer par-ticipat ion in a.II'A is not v'ol-
untary: any insurance company operating in the st ate must p)art icipate
in it. Often, the state sets the terms andl condit ions of the insurance pol-
icy. including the rate to be charged by t he insuirer.

In1 1986, five of t he states enlacted legislat ion aut horizing a -I A ., for liabil-
it v-related coverage (see fable 3.2). Three of these states (California, Illi-
nois, and New York) authorized a .H1A for "general liab~ility," but had not
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implemented one as of November 1, 1987. Massachusetts currently oper-
ates a WJA for liquor liability.- Arizona also activated a UA for nurse-
midwives, but it disbanded the .J'A for this risk class because a private
insurer began to provide coverage.

Claims-Made Forms In 1986, three of the states (Arizona, New York, and Pennsylvania)
Approved in Three States approved the use of claims-made forms for specific kinds of organiza-

tions that were having difficulty obtaining CGL coverage (California, a
file-and-use state, as explained in table 3.1, already allowed the use of
claims-made forms). The claims-made form, used extensively for medi-
cal malpractice and other types of professional liability coverage, is pre-
ferred by insurers because it covers only claims filed during a specific
period, usually the policy term. This is in contrast with the more tradi-
tional occurrence-based forms, which cover claims related to injuries
occurring during the policy period-for which claims can be filed at any
time.:'

Because the legislation authorizing insurers to use claims-made forms P
was recently enacted, data from the six states were not available to
assess how wide spread the use of claims-made forms had oeen. How-
ever, the buyers survey results indicate that the use of claims-made
forms did not significantly increase between 1985 and 1986 for the
types of coverage for which we have data (see app. I).

Changes Concerning In each of the six states, insurance regulations about midterm policy
Cancelation and canc-lations and nonrenewals were revised to (1) allow policyholders

Nonrenewal of Policies sufficient time to obtain alternative insurance and (2) protect policy-
holders from unexpected lapses in protection. For example, each of the
six states requires that insurers give policyholders at least 30 days'
notice if a policy will not be renewed, with Arizona, Illinois, New York,
and Pennsylvania now requiring 60 days' notice. In addition, New York
and Pennsylvania allow midterm policy cancelations only for such rea-
sons as the policyholder's nonpayment of premium or fraud or the
insurer's loss of reinsurance. In 1986, two other states (California and

l.I(Iti(r Iiabil ity (overag tor b4o(ily Ifl/II'y o1" piop'1 (l;IT alge L'(lljs(l tl intoxicaled per'r(on is
Ill(o[ oftt'le llveed(t t v I ) dulbis, (2 1 i ctu('iters, ~iivhehsah , or dist rilutors. (:3) r('5sitauranls, I 0CC
,nis. hotels, or notels. and (4) pa ok;oig- s,'s

F'r a tI iuoruigh( dis( ussiin i)I' IS( Ys cloIll,-Im Ile tornIs, see Iu I. Iil I n lsuraice: Chanlges i In oli-
lis SeI I.imits ()II Risks t Iiirer,. GAO) II R| -87-18BR. Nom 21, l!9,v6 V
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Illinois) passed legislation requiring insurers to notify the state insur-
ance department of any decision to terminate a type of coverage.

Some states enacted legislation designed to restrict the liability for spe-
cific groups. For example, Illinois, New York, and Pennsylvania provide
immunity for directors and officers of nonprofit organizations, protect-
ing them from being held liable in the courts. According to task forces in
these states, the absence of such legislation undermines the ability of
nonprofit organizations to attract directors and officers, as well as pro-
vide useful public services.

Affordability: Programs like MAPS and other actions taken to protect policyholders
from cancelation or nonrenewal may help to improve the availability of

Additional Rate liability insurance; these actions, however, do not address the issue of

Regulation and New affordability. To address affordability, some states have revised their -,

procedures for rate approval and others have authorized new coverageCoverage ltraieAlternatives alternatives for consumers (see table 3.3).

Table 3.3: Actions Taken by Six States to
Improve Insurance Affordability States

Action Ariz. Calif. III. N.Y. Mass. Pa.
Approve flex-rating P Y P 'r P P

Provide prior notice of rate increases o y y y y y

Allow designated groups to buy Y * Y(M.N) °
insurance on a group basis

Allow groups to pool funds to cover Y(M.S) Y(X) • Y(f, Y(B.M) Y(B)
claims .

Legend

Y = Yes
P = Proposed
B = Banks
N = Nonprofit organizaions
MI = Municipalities
S = Social service contractors nrurse midwives day care)
X = Miscellaneo is

Flex-Rating Designed to In 1986, the California and New York state insurance departments

Prevent Wide Price Swings iml)lemented flex-rating to curb wide price fluctuations. According to
department officials, flex-rating provides a measure of price predictabil- '.

ity; only within a spcified range are price changes allowed without the
state insziran(e department's prior approval. lF()r exam)le, in New York,
wit hout receiving prior approval, insurers can raise or over their prices 0
from the middle of a spe(ific range y I (Ito () percent. The flex-rating ,,
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ranges are subject to periodic review by the superintendent of
insurance.

New Alternatives for In five of the six states, efforts to make liability insurance more afforda-

Consumers ble have also included passing legislation to allow consumers to obtain
coverage on a group basis, either by (1) pooling their own resources,
with the cost of premiums, losses, and expenses shared by the group
members, or (2) purchasing insurance as a group from an insurer.

Pooling authorization has met with mixed results. In New York, legisla-
tion enacted in 1986 allows "public entities" to obtain insurance through
a reciprocal insurance agreement (RIA), a pool, in which the group collec-
tively underwrites the risk, but, as of July 1987, no RIAS were operating,
according to department officials. On the other hand, approximately 75
percent of California's municipalities have provided for their insurance
under a pooling arrangement, as of August 1987.

Two states, Massachusetts and New York, have allowed some organiza-
tions to purchase insurance as a group from an insurance company. In
1986, Massachusetts's cooperative banks received authorization to pur-
chase group liability insurance for directors and officers. Massachu-
setts's municipalities also received similar authorization to group-insure
and purchase reinsurance. New York extended similar authorization to
public entities and nonprofit organizations.
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Chapter 4 _ _

Conclusions

According to the results of the buyers survey, 9 of the 10 types of pri-
mary and excess coverage (including CGL, product liability, commercial
auto liability, directors' and officers' liability, and professional liability)
were generally available. Substantial availability problems were mostly
confined to environmental liability coverage. Policy cancelations and
nonrenewals were numerous for only a few types of coverage. However,
the data suggest that some large organizations may not have been able
to obtain as much coverage as wanted.

Virtually every respondent experienced premium increases, many of
them substantial. Some of the responding large organizations were
required to pay increases of 300 percent or more, the topic of major
headlines. For most, however, increases were less. Median increases
from 1985 to 1986 for the types of coverage most often purchased
ranged from 43 to 214 percent. Premium increases may have been less
of a problem for small businesses; those responding to our survey
reported median increases of 14 percent or less for two types of cover-
age for which we had data (primary CGL and primary commercial auto
liability).

While premium increases were large, insurance costs still generally rep- 1p.

resent a relatively small portion of large organizations' gross receipts.
For these responding organizations, premiums rose, on average, from 0.3
percent of annual gross receipts in 1985 to 0.6 percent in 1986. We did
not examine data concerning the effects of premium increases on organi-
zations' operations. However, given the relatively small proportion of
gross receipts that insurance represents (even in 1986), it seems unlikely
that the rise in insurance costs could have had a large effect on the costs
of goods and services the responding organizations provide. Nor does it
seem likely to have threatened the viability of the responding organiza- S
tions. This does not mean, however, that specific groups did not face
crises as a result of insurance affordability problems. Anecdotal evi-
dence from nurse-midwives and day care centers, for example, seems to
indicate that there were at least some situations in which operations
were closed because of insurance problems. Our sample, although offer-
ing information about the experiences of a broad range of organizations,
would not have identified specific groups whose continuing operations
would be jeopardized by severe problems with unaffordability.

Our discussions with insurers and reinsurers, along with data from buy-
ers and agents and brokers, suggest that policy terms and conditions
have changed with recent policy renewals. We cannot determine from
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the data the extent to which policyholders initiated changes to their cov-
erage. However, agents and brokers reported that many 1985 and 1986
policies were available only with new exclusions, such as noncoverage
of pollution-related incidents, and limitations, such as lower policy limits
and higher deductibles. The responding agents and brokers also reported
that few clieitts purchased less coverage as a result of cost increases. In
addition, insurers and reinsurers reported that they had taken specific
actions to limit their risk of paying claims. Although we did not observe
any sharp trend towards self-insurance or other insurance alternatives
among the buyers surveyed (see app. I), insureds need to decide whether
or how to replace lost coverage.

In the six states we examined, insurance department actions addressed a
variety of policyholder concerns about liability insurance availability
and affordability. While it is unclear how effective some of these actions
(such as MAPs) have been, the demand for such actions-especially
those dealing with availability of coverage-has apparently diminished.

According to representatives from the six state insurance departments,
as well as industry observers, the primary effects of the insurance crisis
appear to have stabilized. State insurance department officials, while
still examining availability and affordability concerns for some risk
classes, reported that premium increases have stabilized; coverage has
diminished, however, for some policyholders. These effects, also evi-
denced in our survey results, will probably be felt by policyholders for
some time to come.

1Z

N
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Appendix I p

Questionnaire Scope and Methodology

B around This appendix provides additional details concerning our questionnaire
scope and methodology, discussed in chapter 2. Information is included
about (1) the data bases from which the samples were drawn, (2) our
criteria for selecting a statistical sample, (3) the procedures followed in
drawing the samples, (4) our pledge of confidentiality to respondents,
(5) questionnaire mailings and responses, and (6) computer-based soft-
ware packages used to analyze the results.

To identify hard-to-obtain types of coverage, we decided to get informa-
tion on insurance cost and availability from two groups: (1) commercial
insurance buyers and (2) insurance agents and brokers.

Buyers Survey The population we set out to examine was diverse and numerous; no
single data base encompassed it. From discussions with various associa-
tions representing large and small businesses, we selected two associa-
tions whose memberships generally mirrored two major segments of the
very large population. These associations were RIMS for large organiza-
tions and NFIB for small businesses. 0

RIMS As explained in chapter 1, RIMS is an association of corporate risk mana-
gers from about 3,800 member organizations. According to RIMS staff,
these risk managers are responsible for managing the insurance needs of
the member organizations, including more than 90 percent of the For- .

tune 1,000 companies. Consequently, a survey advantage of RIMS is that
the membership constitutes an excellent profile of large IT.S. businesses.'
RIMS members also include about 200 public and nonprofit entities, such
as hospitals, universities, and governmental entities. A major advantage
in using RIMS as our sampling base is that we were able to contact the S
individuals responsible for buying insurance within some very large
organizations.

NFIB As mentioned in chapter 1, NFI is an association of approximately
500,000 businesses, from small to medium in size, with annual gross
sales ranging from less than $ 100,000 to over $5 million. According to
NI'iis research arm, the NFIii Foundation, NFIB'S membership is generally

I[ic I:')ri tiii( I () is (UI1)rs(,I of t w( grinhplls: IhI, 1.o"il n, ,Serv'\ir'e 5(1H) mllI th j I.'iWlt hIhI ll

5)) )A "of 18t61. net ' of;J (of wpriling reve es if' frli "oiitui' e I ) r.i uiged trom o'rl o(V hIli n to
A225 million. '-tec lose s)I1i1111Irv inlfornugltoll. siil'h M1 1 l '(e '(i Is ll( efilplo ('ce ve by Ih\ i Il plu l
ulissiliction, Vas not va l dhle foir the Fortune 1)001). \%e rely on 6 MS (hita for W l lSli wilu the
surve rslondlhents.
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representative of the small businesses and offers one of the best sam-
pling frames currently available.'

Data Bases We used the RIMS and NFIB mailing lists as our data bases for the buyers
survey. These lists included the name, address, and name of a main con-
tact for every organization in RIMS and NFIB. Because of time and
resource constraints, we did not independently verify or assess the relia-
bility of either membership list.

Both RIMS and NFIB update their membership files constantly, as dues are
paid. Therefore, the RIMS list was current as of March 1987, the NFJB list,
as of April 1987. Using information from the associations' representa- 9
tives, we expected about 2 percent of the NFIB sample to be undelivered
because the businesses had ceased operation. We expected none to be
undelivered for the RIMS membership. In addition, we expected that an
unknown number of either NFIB or RIMS members would cease operations
sometime throughout our 4-month survey period.

Random Sample In April 1987, we asked RIMS and NFIB to allow us to select a random
sample of their memberships for our survey. A purely random sample
was chosen because (1) both associations generally mirror the universe
of organizations they represent, (2) our interest was in the availability
and affordability of particular types of liability insurance, not in spe-
cific kinds or sizes of organizations, and (3) the associations could not
provide us with data on the types of coverage their members buy (the
most meaningful basis for stratification). We selected 250 RIMS and 200
NFIB members for our sample.

Sampling Procedures Neither association, for proprietary reasons, wished to provide their
entire membership lists to us. As a compromise, we allowed the NFIt
Foundation to select a random sample from its own computerized data
base. NFIB selected the sample, and we placed no restrictions on its sam-
pling procedures. At RIMS offices in New York City, GAO evaluators
selected the RIMS sample from mailing label sheets, excluding all Cana-
dian companies and trade associations.

: co),mpare(d lhe NFIB mnibershil %%it h intorrmatin fr t thc' Simill II itlss I at iase ,is ( it '
1 982 ): the per'entages of )usinesses witIin inidustry 'ategeries were quite somot tetwn t h tw
grois. S( table 1.5 for presentition of these dta along with the industries reSpo)n(ing to our
sulrve 

.y.
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Confidentiality Because some respondents might have hesitated to complete the ques-
tionnaires if they perceived the information requested as sensitive, we
extended a pledge of confidentiality to the respondents. We told them
that no response would be identified with any individual respondent
and that only summaries would be reported to the Congress. The reques-
ters agreed to this arrangement.

Mailings and Response On July 2, 1987, we first mailed the buyers questionnaires to the 450

Rates businesses and public entities in our sample. Each questionnaire was
addressed to the person appearing on the mailing label; for RIMS, this
was usually the organization's risk manager and for NFIB, the owner. On
August 3, 1987, we mailed follow-up letters and duplicate question-
naires to nonrespondents. On August 26, 1987, we mailed another fol-
low-up letter to the remaining nonrespondents; we sent a final letter on
October 1, 1987. Our survey results are based on the 134 RiMS and 60
NFIB returned questionnaires received by November 15, 1987.

In table 1. 1, the survey results are summarized in terms of question-
naires returned and not returned. The nondeliverables were those
returned by the post office when a forwarding address was lacking; the
address, inadequate; the business, no longer in operation; or other such
reasons. In addition, we did not use some returned questionnaires
because the respondents were no longer in business, not in business dur-
ing the survey years, did not have the time or staff to fill out the ques-
tionnaire, or other such reasons.

Jel
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Table 1.1: Buyers Survey Response Rates
Surveys

RIMS NFIB
Survey response Number Percent Number Percent

Sample .. .. . . .. 250- 100 200 - 100

Returned 145 58 69 35

Usable 132 53 57 29

Nondeliverable 0 0 3 4

Received but not used: 13 10 12 17

No longer in business 1 1 2 3

Not in business in
survey year(s) 1 1 2 3

No time/staff to fill out
survey 6 4 2 3

Did not understand survey -_ - 0 0 1 1 .

Ddta unavailable 1 1 1 1

Other 4 3 .. . - 4 6

Only 30 percent of the NFI1 members in our sample responded with usa-
ble questionnaires. This response rate, though not unusual for surveys

of small businesses, is inadequate to project to the NFIB membership.

To determin why the NFm response rate was so low, we telephoned a
sample of nonrespondents-20 percent (31)-in late August and Sep-
tember 1987, asking them why they had not responded to the survey.
The main reason appeared to be a lack of time; most nonrespondents
indicated that they would not fill out the questionnaires if others were
sent. The following are the telephone survey results (see table 1.2):

t I
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Table 1.2: Results of Telephone Survey of
Nonresponding NFIB Members Reason Respondents

No time 10
Phone disconnected 2

Notreached - . 8

Other '  4

Sent in questionnairec 3

Too complicated 2

Total 30d 1 r

'These businesses were either not available between 8.00 a m and 5.00 pm. when the calls were
made, or were not listed in local directories.

t'lncluded lost, overlooked the questionnaire, and working reduced summer hours

According to the contact, the questionnaire had been mailed and had not yet reached GAO S

"These responses account for 29 nonreturned questionnaires In addition, 1 questionnaire was returned
by the post office while the phone survey was being conducted

Analysis To analyze the data, we prepared a computerized data base of informa-
tion from completed questionnaires and then used the Statistical Pack-
age for the Social Sciences (SPSSx) to analyze the data.

Comparing of Responses As shown in table 1.2, when compared with the entire RIMS membership,
With Membership the kinds of organizations responding generally reflect the membership

with a few exceptions: the "Mining" and "Services" categories are
underrepresonted, and "Other" is overrepresented. In addition, the NFIB
respondents did not match the NFI membership (or small business in r.
general) as closely as did the RIMS respondents (see table 1.4).
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Table 1.3: Comparison of RIMS Survey
Respondents With RIMS Universe Numbers in percent

RIMS
CategoryO Respondents Universe

Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing 2.3 12

Mining 2.3 4 7

Construction 3.8 3.7

Manufacturing 29.0 315

Transportation/Public Utilities 8.4 109

Wholesale/Retail 7.6 9.2

Finance/Real Estate 130 124

Services 7.6 133

Oth er'  26.0 13.1

Total 100.0 100.0

"These categories are standard industrial classificaions (SICs)

"Because RIMS combines Wholesale/Retail. the Iwo SICs are presented as one category for comparison
purposes

'Other" includes Public Administration. which comprised 9 2 percent of the respondents

Table 1.4: Comparison of NFIB Survey
Respondents With NFIB Universe Numbers in percent

Small business
Categorya Respondents Universe data base

Agricult ure/F ores try/Fishi ng 7 7

Mining 0 0 1

Construction 9 14 14

Manufacturing 13 13 10

Transportation/Public Utilities 4 3 4

Wholesale Trade 18 8 11

Retail Trade 18 29 30

Finance/Real Estate 4 8 7

Services 25 18 23

Other 4

Total 100 100 100

'No entities in the NFIB universe are in the Pubic Administration category

"Data not available

SAents and Brokers In addition to information obtained directly from buyers, we also
wanted information on liability insurance availability and affordability

Survey from insurance agents and brokers, who interact with the insurance
market daily.
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Agents and brokers can be divided into three basic groups: insurance
agents, commercial brokers, and surplus lines brokers. Because there is
no single source of data for all these groups, we contacted several
associations representing agents and brokers. We selected three that had
a large nationwide membership and agreed to cooperate with our sur-
vey. As mentioned in chapter 1, the associations selected were PIA, NAII3,

and NAPSID.

Sampling Procedures Different sampling procedures were used with each association. PIA, not
wishing to release its entire membership list, provided us with a random
sample drawn from a computerized membership list. As with the ,F11
sample in the buyers survey, no restrictions were placed on PIA'S sample
selection. NAt3LO provided us with a printed copy of its mailing list, from
which GAO evaluators drew a random sample. For the NAPSIIJ sample,
GAO evaluators selected every 11 th member name from the list of mem- ->

bers. Because NAB has only 59 members, we sent the survey to the
entire NAIB membership.

During our pretests, it became apparent that NAPID members, who often %.
deal with insurance agents or brokers and not directly with an insurance -
buyer, would not be able to answer questions about self-insurance or
customer type. The questionnaire for NAPSLO members, therefore, elimi-
nated such questions. (Questions are noted in app. Iii.)

Data Bases As with the buyers survey, we obtained either all or part of the associa-
tions' mailing lists. These lists included the name, address, telephone
number, and main contact for the member agency or brokerage.

As with the buyers survey, because of time and resource constraints, we ?%
did not independently verify or assess the reliability of any of the mem-
bership lists. In contrast to the buyers survey, however, we were unable
to compare the memberships with any nationwide data base of informa-
tion about insurance agents and brokers. " I

The NAmi questionnaires were first mailed on August 14, 1987: follow-up
letters and duplicate questionnaires were sent to nonrespondents on
September 14, 1987. The IA and NAPSID questionnaires were first mailed
on August 18, 1987, and follow-up letters and duplicate questionnaires
were sent to nonrespondents on September 2:3, 1987. A final follow-up •
letter was mailed to all nonrespondents on November 2, 1987. At the
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close of the survey, on November 30, 1987, the number of question-
naires that were mailed, returned, and used are shown in table 1.5:

Table 1.5: Agents and Brokers Survey Response Rates and Reasons for Surveys Not Used

Surveys
NAIB NAPSLO PIA

Survey response Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
Total sampled 59 100 201 100 243 100
Total returned 29 49 129 59 167 60
Total completed 29 49 11l 55 122 50
Total usable 25 42 81 40 53 22

Surveys not used (returned) 4 14 28 22 69 41
Less than 30 percent property/casualty
business 3 10 11 9 48 29
Out of business 0 0 1 0 8 5
Not applicable 0 0 9 7 2 1
Data not available 0 0 2 2 4 2
Only one account 1 4 2 2 2 1
No time 0 0 0 0 1 0
Nondeliverable 0 0 0 0 1 0
Other 0 0 3 2 3 2

Analysis To analyze the returned questionnaires, we prepared a computerized
data base of information from completed questionnaires and used SlPSSx
to analyze the results. We excluded from analysis data from those
agents and brokers who had indicated to us that commercial property
and casualty coverage made up less than 30 percent of their annual pre-
mium volume (for brokers) or annual premiums earned (for agents). We
restricted these data to guarantee that the respondents had a minimum
of expertise in answering questions about liability insurance; agents and
brokers who primarily deal with personal coverage or workers' compen-

*sation would not have this expertise. We did not, however, adjust our
sample size to accommodate this restriction because I'lh estimates broke
down property and casualty coverage at 50 percent and other types of
coverage at 50 per(ent.

There was, unfortunately, no way to predict the resuits or breaking out
the associations' members by type of coverage sold. but we assumed
that the coverage sold by NAIISI and NAIll nc(llebels WolIo (fll(cnl ratle
on property and casualty (as opposed to personal lines and workers,
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q *A

comrpensation ), with 'iAm nmembers' pr()etY anld castualty covetage milk-
ing tip at least 501 percent of sales. Our assulmptions were supp~orted for
NAi and NAPSJI) respondents; We e ' - ded only :3 NA1i and I11 N,\lslil)

returned questionnaires from our- analysis because of this restriction.
For i'IA, we eliminated about one-third of the ret timed questionnaires,
leaving uts with an effective response rate of about 22 percent.

In addition to this restriction, we analyzed those types of coverage that .
made up at least 21 percent of the resp~ondent s premium -volumne (see4%"
table 1.6).

Table 1.6: Respondents' Experiences With Various Types of Liability Insurance 0
At least 21 percent of annual premium volume,'_

NAIB (n=25) NAPSLO (n=81) PI 53)
Type of insurance Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
CGL 18 70 55 63 44 75

Product 11 43 16 18 23 41

Commercial auto 11 43 29 34 35 62 0

Directors and officers 0 0 0 0 0
Professional 1 4 8 9 1 2
Environmental 0 0 0 0 1 2

Excess 9 35 37 42 7 13
Other 5 20 8 13 3 8 1

Legend%
N = number of uisable qujestiouuaires%

'For last 3 years combined

For at profile of the respondents', see table 1.7.

Table 1.7: Profile of Respondents to
Agents and Brokers Survey NAIB PIA NAPSLO

Profile (n=25) (n 53) (n=81)
Median property/casualty companies
represented in FY 1986 23 5 15

Median years as an agent or broker
respondent) 17 17 14

Clientele size (for 50th percentile)
Less than $500 000 annual sales/budget 20", 85",
$500 001 $10 million annual sales/budget 60", ~ 51
More than $10 million annual sales/budget I0>0

Nuodners nmay nut irld!,) 100~ d5 ~J~~ r rmrdii lperc())tiirl.,

(Jiuestion not asied for r\AFI I )rfmrI) 010 (10 1)0)t iniAlr) uPiullJ 0, . p, )'it

mu
0 otber agent,) or
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Survey of Business and Public Entity
Liability Insurance

U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

SURVEY OF BUSINESSES AND PUBLIC ENTITIES REGARDING

COMMERCIAL LIABILITY INSURANCE MARKET CONDITIONS

Corrections S

If the address on the label is incorrect, please make corrections in the space to the

right of the label. This address will be used to mail a summary of the findings to all

participants.

This questionnaire asks a series of questions about the availability and affordability
(sources, levels of coverage and costs) of liability insurance for policy years 1985 and

1986 for the organization indicated in the label. Excluded are workers' compensation

and medical malpractice insurance. If you are not the appropriate representative of the
organization to complete this questionnaire please forward it to the appropriate person.

The insurance files for the policy years ending in 1985 and 1986 for this organization

should assist you in completing this questionnaire. If after reviewing this

questionnaire and the insurance file you have problems interpreting the questions you

may want to contact the insurance agent or broker who arranged the coverage and ask

him/her to look at the questionnaire. U.S. General Accounting Office personnel are also

available to assist you by phone. Call Mia Merrill or Ellen Radish at (202) 275-8617.

I. Indicate the name, title and telerone number of the individual we should contact
if additional information Is required about your responses.

Name:

Title:

Telephone number: ( )
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BACKGROUND

2. Which of the organizational categories beat describes the organization Indicated In

the label? (CHECK ONE.) -

01. f3 Agriculture, forestry and fishing

02. C 3 Mining

03. [ 3 Construction

04. C I Manufacturing

05. E I Transportation and public utilities

06. C 3 Wholesale trade

07 C 1 Retail trade

08. C 1 Finance, insurance and reel estate V

09. C I Services

10. C 3 Public administration

11. C I Other (specify)

3. What was the amount of the organization's annual gross receipts for fiscal years
1985 and 1986? (Municipal governments should use their operating budget minus
amounts for school board and debt service.)

FY 1985: $ _________

FY 1986: $ _________k' 1
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GLOSSARY

Throughout the questionnaire we will be referring to various terms. They have been
defined here for your convenience. %

Policy Year: The 365 or 366 days between the annual premium or payment dates. (If your %
organization's policy is less than or greater than this, please explain in the ,%
appropriate question.)

Policy year ending in 198X: A policy which has a final day falling on any day in
calendar year 198X. For multlyear policies, anniversary dates should be used to mark ?k
the beginning of a given policy year with the day before the anniversary date designated
as the last day of the previous policy year.

Captive insurer: An insurance company organized by a firm or group of firms to insure
the risk of its organizers.

Going bare: Having the need for coverage but going without it. -

Occurrence policy: A policy under which the insurer has responsibility for covering
claims filed in relation to injuries that occur during the policy period, regardless of
when the claim is made.

Claims-made policy: A policy under which the insurer has responsibility for only those
claims filed during the policy period.

Primary coveraqe: Coverage provided up to a specific amount or against specific perils.

Excess coverage: Coverage In excess of coverage provided under another contract.

Per-occurrence: The maximum dollar limit of coverage available for payment of each
claim.

Aggregate: The maximum dollar limit of coverage available for payment of all claims for
a given policy.

Deductible: The amount of a loss which the insured has to pay.

Self-insured retention: The amount of a loss the insured has to pay when self-insured.

%,

5.5,
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Questionnaire Outline

The next series of questions (4,5,6 and 7) cover the organization's liability protection
coverage for the following areas of interest:

(A) policy years ending In 1985 and 1986,

(B) primary (first level) and excess (above primary) protection and

(C) various types of liability, namely,

(1) commercial general (known earlier as comprehensive general)

(2) product
(3) commercial auto
(4) directors' and officers'
(5) professional (except medical)
(6) public officials'
(7) environmental
(8) other (such as liquor, recreational, etc.) to be described

by the organization
(9) other (such as liquor, recreational, etc.) to be described

by the organization

',iv
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These areas of interest are organized into 12 tables as follows:

Policy Year Level of Type of Liability
Question Table Ending In Protection (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
............. 1.....85.......Primary.........................x.....x....................

4 I 1985 Primary x x x
4 lI 1985 Primary x x x

4 III 1985 Primary x x x

5 IV 1985 Excess x x x
5 V 1985 Excess x x x
5 VI 1985 Excess x x -

6 VIi 1986 Primary x x x
6 Vill 1986 Primary x x x
6 IX 1986 Primary x x x

7 X 1986 Excess x x x
7 XI 1986 Excess x x x

7 XII 1986 Excess x x x

Each table contains the same 10 questions concerning the details of the coverage (e.g.,
type of policy, coverage limits, deductible, premium) for the particular table. The
first four questions are found in part A of each table and the remaining six in part a.
The two parts (A and 5) are found on consecutive pages. Note that the box in the upper
left hand corner of each table indicates the policy year, the type of protection and the
table number.

%
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S

4. I POLICY YEAR ENDING IN 1985 -- PRIMARY (First Level) PROTECTION I
I -------------------------------------------------------- I

Type of Liability

i-------------------------- I----------------------------------------------------
POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 2198 I Comprehensive Commercial

I PROTECTION: Primary J General Product Auto .

J TABLE: I - A Liability Liability Liability

--------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I
1-01 Did you need this specificl

type of liability coveragel I I
(CHECK ONE.)
- Did not need this type . [ . . .

(SKIP REST OF COLUMN)
- Needed the insurance butl

went completely without S
it (went bare) because: Ir
(CHECK ONE - SKIP REST , I I
OF COLUMN) II
> too expensive .. .. [ .
> inadequate coverage--%

quoted %...([.] ..... [.]. .. . .

> could not find any
coverage ... [ ...

- Needed and obtained it .. [] . [ . I
---------------------------- ------------------------------ I--------------

1-02 How did you obtain it? III
(CHECK ONE.) I,,I
- Included in general II

liability coverage - III
incidental exposure ............. 1. . ...... [ .

- Commercial sources .[ . CI.... .... t].
- Captive insurer . .. .. . . . I .. ... [ ..
- Self-insured alone . . ..... 1 . . .

- Self-insured with othersl. . . E ]I.. ... [ ] . . .
- Through our parent .4.

organization . [ ...... ] . . .

- Other (SPECIFY) . . .. .. [ . . .... 1 1 . . . I

1I------------------------ ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I%
1-03 Ending date of policy yearl II

I I I 1_85_1 .I 1 I - 1 -85-1 I5I 85 I1
I MO DA YR I MO DA YR MO DA YR I

-------------------------------- ---------------- I------------------ ---------------- I
1-04 Type of policy (CHECK ONE)I I I I

- Occurrence I.A[]........ ........ (2.1

- Claims-made J. . . ...... [ .] ....... [ . . I
- Not applicable 1.• [...... [.]....... [ ]

------------------------------ ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I
.N.

(CONTINUE ON TO PART B >>>>>) %
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Type of Liability
------------------------- -------------------------------- I--------------
POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: i985 Comprehensive J Commercial
PROTECTION: Primary General Product I Auto
TABLE: I - B Liability Liability I Liability

--------------------------- ----------------I---------------- ----------------I
I-05 Coverage limits (INSERT

LIMITS IN COLUMNS BY TYPE I-
OF LIABILITY)
- Per-occurrence $ $ $

- Aggregate I $ * II

- Same as general III
liability (CHECK) . ............. I......[].. . .

I----------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I
1-06 Deductible or self-insuredl

retention amount (INSERT III
DEDUCTIBLE IN COLUMNS BY I I I -I
TYPE OF LIABILITY, I'I-I'
IF NONE, ENTER '0')" .,"
- Per-occurrence $ $ $ _ _

- Aggregate I$ $ $ _

- -Same as general
liability (CHECK) .... ].......... . . .

I---------------------------- ---------------- ------------- -------------- 0
1-07 Premium or contribution
I to fund for year (INSERT- $ $ $ I

IF POSSIBLE EXCLUDE
NON-LIABILITY PREMIUMS)
- Included in general II.

liability premium(CHECK)I ................[ ....... . . .
------------------------ ----------------- --------------------------------I

I-08 Does the above amount I
include premiums for I
non-liability coverage? I
(CHECK ONE) I
- Yes J..

-No .. [ )( .. S

I----------------------- ---------------- --------------------------------I1-09 Did these provisions meet
all your needs for this I II
category of liability? I I
(CHECK ONE) I

I -Ya~ I.. .......... ]...... ..t ] .1
- No - insufficient I

coverage . .........
- No - coverage cancelled I I

before and of term w []. .- '.=
I........ r..... d......r......................[................(......1

1-10 If all your needs were notl I
I met, what portion of your I I
I operation went without I
I coverage? (EXPLAIN) I I
I --------------------------- ------------- I--- ---------------- ----------------I
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Type of Liability

--------- --------------- I-------------------------------- ---------------- N
POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 1 9j Directors' and Professional Public I
PROTECTION: Primay I Officers' I(except medical)I Officials' I
TABLE: lil-A I Liability Liability Liability I

------------------------------ I-------------- ---------------- ---------------- I
1-01 Did you need this specific[

type of liability coverage[
I (CHECK ONE.)III

- Did not need this type I. . . [ . . .[. ] . . . . .1

(SK IP R EST O F C O LUM N ) I.,
- Needed the insurance buti
went completely without I
it (went bare) because: I
(CHECK ONE - SKIP REST J
OF COLUMN)
> too expensive . . [ .. 

> inadequate coverage J I

quoted ]...... ...... .C •.•.....].•.( 1 .
> could not find any
coverage . . .C ] ...

- Needed and obtained it . ....... ] . . . .
----------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- I----------------I

1-02 How did you obtain It?

(CHECK ONE.) II
- Included in general II

liability coverage - I
incidental exposure ... ...........C . . . .

- Commercial sources I. . . ( .. . ... [. ] .[ . .
- Captive insurer . . C [ ... ... [ . . . . . I
- Self-insured alone . [. ].... c'. ....... [C] . . .

- Self-insured with othersl . ...... C ... ] . . .
- Through our parent II

organization . I ... ... C I... [ . . .

- Other (SPECIFY) . [. . .. . . . I...]....C [ . . .

1I _511 I l8 I I 18_------------------------------------------------ ----------------:---- - -----------
1-03 Ending date of policy yearI I 1 5

MO DA YR MO DA YR MO DA YR I

----------------------------- .---------------- -------------- ----------------
1-04 Type of policy (CHECK ONE)I

I -Occurrence I. .. C. .] ..... []. .. ... CI..
- Claims-made • • • C].....[. ] ..... .] , •

I - Not applicable . . [ ] . . . . . . [.].. . . . . .. .

I ----------------------------- I---------------I---------------I---------------I
(CONTINUE ON TO PART B >>>>>)
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Type of Liability

---------------------------- ---------------- I-------------- ---------------
POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 1985 Directors' and I Professional Public

PROTECTION: Primary Officers' I(except medical)I Officials' I
TABLE: II -_I Liability I Liability I Liability I

--------------------------- ----------------I ---------------I ---------------I
1-05 Coverage limits (INSERT
I LIMITS IN COLUMNS BY TYPE

OF LIABILITY)
- Per-occurrence I $ $ I

- Aggregate $ I $ 'I

- Same as general
liability (CHECK) C 1.................. .. . • •

I------------------------ ---------------- --------------------------------I
1-06 Deductible or self-insuredI

retention amount (INSERT I
DEDUCTIBLE IN COLUMNS BY
TYPE OF LIABILITY, Corporate D/O

IF NONE, ENTER '0') I
- Per-occurrence I5. $ I$ $

II

- Aggregate 18 $ I$ $

- Same as general I
liability (CHECK) .. [ .

--------------------------- ---------------- ----------------I ---------
1-07 Premium or contribution I,
I to fund for year (INSERT-

IF POSSIBLE EXCLUDE I,
NON-LIABILITY PREMIUMS)

Included in general II
I liability premium(CHECK)I. . . ..... c ) . .
I-------------------------- ---------------- --------------------------------I
1-08 Does the above am~unt I

include premiums for

non-liability coverage?
(CHECK ONE)
-Yes .3•............tI[.]

I -No 1.1. [ ][.][

------------------- ------------ ---------------- 
1-09 Did these provisions meet

I all your needs for this

I category of liability? I-
(CHECK ONE) I I
- Yes [3.1
S No - insufficient I'I

coverage .1. [[[ 1
- No - coverage cancelled I

before end of term .1,.........[ ..

----------------------------- -------------------------------- I
1-10 If all your needs were usIl I
I met, what portionl of your I I
I operation went without I I I
I coverage? (EXPLAIN) I I

I -- ..------------------- --- ---------------------------- ----------------
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Type of Liability

I-------------------------- I --------------I -------------- I--------------
I POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: j98 I lather liability [Other liability

I PROTECTION: rimary Environmental [(Specify) l(Specify)

I TABLE: III-A I Liability I
I ------------------------ --I--------------I----------------I--------------
1-01 Did you need this specifici I I

type of liability coveragel I I
(CHECK ONE.) I 1 I
- Did not need this type 1. . . ...... . .. . E 3 . . .

(SKIP REST OF COLUMN) I
- Needed the insurance buti
went completely without
it (went bare) because:
(CHECK ONE - SKIP REST

OF COLUMN)

> too expensive . . 2 . . . .

> inadequate coverage I
quoted I . .U . . ...... ...... [2...I

> could not find any
coverage I. ..... .... ...... . . .

-Needed and obtained it . .. ]..... .. c . . E I . .
------------------------ ---------------- ---------------- ----------------

1-02 How did you obtain it?
(CHECK ONE.)
- Included in general

liability coverage -

incidental exposure ....... . ... c. .. . ....... [ . . .
- Commercial sources E. . . . .... . .. [ 3 . . . ... C I . . . 4

- Captive insurer . . . . 3 ...... ..... c . . .
- Self-insured alone . [ ...... .. .... 1 3 . . .

- Self-insured with othersl. . . 1 ....... .. . . .. . . .
- Through our parent
organization . . . .......... [... . E. 3 . . . I

- Other (SPECIFY) . . . . .......C I. . .. ... E . . . ,

------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I
I-03 Ending date of policy yearl I I

111. 1_. . _1 I _.1-85-1 185 _ I I 1 85 I
I MO DA YR MO DA YR I MO DA YR I

.----------------------------- I-------------------------------I----------------
1-04 Type of policy (CHECK ONE)I I
I Occurrence E I . . . . 3 . . .
I - Claims-made . . [... ... c]... .. . .
J - Not applicab le 

% ... . . C I .• . . -.I

----------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I
(CONTINUE ON TO PART B >>>>>)
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Type of Liability

-------------------------- ---------------- I------------- ----------------
POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 1985 IOther liability lather liability I
PROTECTION: Primary Environmental I(Speclfy) I(Specify)
TABLE: III - I Liability I I

--------------------------------------- I---------------I--------------
1-05 Coverage limits (INSERT

LIMITS IN COLUMNS BY TYPE
OF LIABILITY)
- Per-occurrence $ I $

- Aggregate $ $ $

- Same as general
liability (CHECK) • .•.•.[.].•.•.• I. ...... . ] • •

-------------------- -------------------------------- ---------------
1-06 Deductible or self-insuredl
1 retention amount (INSERT III

DEDUCTIBLE IN COLUMNS BY
TYPE OF LIABILITY,
IF NONE, ENTER '0')
- Per-occurrence $ $ $

- Aggregate $ $ I

- Same as general
liability (CHECK) I. • ] •

I----------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I
1-07 Premium or contribution

to fund for year (INSERT- $ $ $
IF POSSIBLE EXCLUDE
NON-LIABILITY PREMIUMS)
- Included in general
liability premium(CHECK) . . . [.].......[.]..... . . . I

----------------------------- i--------------I -------------- --I--------------I
I-08 Does the above amount I

include premiums for I I
non-liability coverage? I
(CHECK ONE) I

I - Yes I•.-(I...........[]•••I-No [.] •(,...

I ----------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I1-09 Did these provisions meet
all your needs for this I
category of liability? I I
(CHECK ONE) I

f ~~~~~~~~~~~- Yes...[].. . .[]......[ .. ,

- No - insufficient I
coverage I..•[] .•..

- No - coverage cancelled S.
I before nd of term • ...(I ... I
------------------------ ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- o

1-10 If all your needs were aa!I I I I
met, what portion of your I I
operation went without I I

I coverage? (EXPLAIN) I
------------------------ ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I

V
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------------------------------------------------------------------ I
5. I POLICY YEAR ENDING IN 1985 -- EXCESS (Above Primary) PROTECTION I

--- ---- ---------- -- -- ----------- ---- ---- ----------- ----- --- ----- A uto

Type of Liability

------------------------ ----.....I ..............--------------------------------
I POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 15 I Comprehensive Commercial
I PROTECTION: Exces General Product Auto

I TABLE: I I Liability Liability Liability
----------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------

1-01 Did you need this specificl
type of liability coveragel , I
(CHECK ONE.)

- Did not need this type ....]...... ..] ...... . . .

(SKIP REST OF COLUMN)
- Needed the insurance butl
went completely without

it (went bare) because: r

(CHECK ONE - SKIP REST I
OF COLUMN)
> too expensive .
> inadequate coverage

quoted .
> could not find any

coverage ... (
Needed and obtained it . . t ........

------------------------------ I----------------I----------------I----------------I
1-02 How did you obtain it? I . . .

(CHECK ONE.) ,I

- Included in general ,k.,
liability coverage - III
incidental exposure ................... ..... ]... a,,

- Commercial sources . . 3 . ....... .......
- Captive insurer I. . . [ . ....... [ ]3 ...... ] . . . I
- Self-insured alone . . . ...... .[.]....... . . .

- Self-insured with othersi. . . [ 3 ...... [ . ....... 1 3 . . .
- Through our parent III
organization . . 3 [ . . .

I - Other (SPECIFY) I. . . [ . ....... ..... I . . .
II

I

----------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- I----------------I
1-03 Ending date of policy yearJ I I

I I85I I I . 1I85_1 1 I _85 1 I% 'N,
MO DA YR 1MO DA YR MO DA YR I

I------------------------------------------------------------I----------------I
1-04 Type of policy (CHECK ONE)I I' .

I -Occurrence I • .. • .. •.•. ........ C... :

I - Claims-made J. . 3. . . .

- Not applicable . [ . . 3 . . . •

----------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I
(CONTINUE ON TO PART B >>>>>) N
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Appendi II
Survey of Business and Public Entity A
Liability Insurance

Type of Liability

----------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I
POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 1985 Comprehensive Commercial

PROTECTION: txmn General Product Auto

TABLE: IVz- 5 Liability Liability Liability

---------------------------- ---------------- --------------- ----------------

1-05 Coverage limits (INSERT %

LIMITS IN COLUMNS BY TYPE
OF LIABILITY) I
- Per-occurrence $ I $

- Aggregate I $ $

- Same as general
liability (CHECK) . . ... ........ .......... ] . .

------------------------- ------------------------------- --------------
1-06 Deductible or self-insuredl I
I retention amount (CHECK IFI I I

ON TOP OF PRIMARY, ENTER IPrimary Other IPrimary IPrimary I
AMOUNT IF SEPARATE ILimits or AmountiLimits or AmountlLimits or Amounti

DEDUCTIBLE) I I 1 1
- Per-occurrence I[]or $ J[ ] or $ [ ] or $ _S

- Aggregate I] or $ 1 I] or $ E I] or $

- Same as general II
liability (CHECK) ............... ..... 1 . . . I

-------------- I-------- --- ---------------- ---------------- .----------------I
1-07 Premium or contribution II

to fund for year (INSERT-I$ I 9 II
IF POSSIBLE EXCLUDE I
NON-LIABILITY PREMIUMS)
- Included in general I

liability premium(CHECK)i ............... ..... . . I
I---------------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- I----------------
1-08 Does the above amount '-'A

include premiums for III
non-liability coverage? II
(CHECK ONE) I '

- Yes I . . . . '
-No E. ......... I]. ..... E]...I

I--- ---------------------------.---------------- ---------------- -i-----------------

1-09 Did these provisions meet .III-
I all your needs for this I _
I category of liability?

(CHECK ONE) ".' _

- Yes Id............ [ .]...... ... I -,

- No - insufficient I II
coverage . . ( 3 .... ... [ . .... ... . . . I

- No - coverage cancelled II
before end of term .. .[] ...... % .....

I---------------------------I------ ------------ I---- ---------------- ----------------I1M1
I-10 If all your needs were notl I"
I met, what portion of your I I I
I operation went without I
I coverage? (EXPLAIN) I

----------------------- I---- --------------------------------- ---------
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Appendix II
Survey of Business and Public Entity
Liability Insurance

Type of Liability

-------------------------------------------- I-- ------------- i---------------
POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: J9 I Directors' and I Professional I Public I
PROTECTION: E&ess I Officers' J(except medical)I Officials' I
TABLE: V - A I Liability I Liability I Liability I

------------------------------ I---------------- I----------------I --------------- I
1-01 Did you need this specific I I I
I type of liability coveragel I
I (CHECK ONE.) I J

-Did not need this type j. . . .[.£.•.•.• .. [2...
(SKIP REST OF COLUMN)

- Needed the insurance buti
went completely without
it (went bare) because:
(CHECK ONE - SKIP REST
OF COLUMN)
> too expensive E 3 . . .
> inadequate coverage

quoted I I... . . .
> could not find any

coverage ... d[.] ...... [ ........
Needed and obtained it 1. . . [.]........ . . ....... ..

------------------------- ------------------------------- --------------
1-02 How did you obtain it? J

(CHECK ONE.) I
- Included in general I , I ,

liability coverage - I I
incidental exposure I. ................ .......... •

- Commercial sources c. I • ...... ... L ..... . . .
- Captive insurer . 1 3 ...... 3. ..... . . .
- Self-insured alone I . ...... ... 1 3 ... ... E I . . . I
- Self-insured with othersi . . .. ...... 1[........ 3 . . .
- Through our parent
organization . . . C . ...... 1.] ..... [ . . . I

- Other (SPECIFY) E . . C . ....... [ 3...... [ . . . %

- ---------------- ------------ - - -
1-03 Ending date of policy yearl I I I
I I I __ l __. 8 I I85 1 1 1 1 - 1 _ -8I I I .I I
I G DA YR IM DA YR MO DA YR I
----------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I

1-04 Type of policy (CHECK ONE)I I I I
S - Occurrence E 3[ . . .
I - Claims-made I. . . ] . . .. I.[.]......[.] .. I3
I - Not applicable I. • . I. . • C I . . .... 1 I .• •
I-----------------------------I -------------- I--------------- ----------------

(CONTINUE ON TO PART B >>>>>)
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Appendix II
Survey of Business and Public Entity
Liability Insurance

Type of Liability
--------------------------------.-------------- I-------------- I--------------

POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: L98M Directors' and I Professional I Public I
PROTECTION: Excess I Officers' I(except medical)l Officials' I
TABLE: V- B I Liability I Liability I Liability I

I---------------------------I ---------------I ---------------I --------------- I
1-05 Coverage limits (INSERT II

LIMITS IN COLUMNS BY TYPE III
OF LIABILITY)
- Per-occurrence $ $ $

- Aggregate 1$ $ $

- Same as general
liability (CHECK) . . . .

------- ------------------- -I---------------------------- -------------
1-06 Deductible or self-insuredl I I

retention amount (CHECK IF! I I
ON TOP OF PRIMARY, ENTER JPrimary Other IPrimary JPrimary
AMOUNT IF SEPARATE ILimits or AmountlLimits or AmountiLimits or Amount!
DEDUCTIBLE) I I
- Per-occurrence I( I or $ 1[ 1 or I or $

IIII

- Aggregate I(jor $__ $ or $ [ ]or $

- Same as general

liability (CHECK) .

------------------------ ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I
1-07 Premium or contribution

to fund for year (INSERT- $ $ $
IF POSSIBLE EXCLUDE
NON-LIABILITY PREMIUMS)
- Included in general

liability premium(CHECK)i . . . ]...... [.. ..... ] . . .
---------------------------- - .--------------- I ----------------
-08 Does the above amount

include premiums for
non-liability coverage?

(CHECK ONE)
- Yes (, ].. . .

-No..........................................................p

--------------- ------------------------------- ----------------
-09 Did these provisions meet

all your needs for this

category of liability? II
(CHECK ONE)
-Yes IC? . .... !

No - insufficient
coverage I . ]. ... ... C]. ..... []...

No - coverage cancelled
before end of term m C]...

------------------------- ---------------- --------------------------------I
1-10 If all your needs were nl±
I met, what portion of your I
I operation went without
I coverage? (EXPLAIN)

------------------------ ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I
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Appendix 11
Survey of Business and Public Entity

Liability Insurance

Type of Liability

------------------------------. ----------------. I ---------------- ----------------.
JPOLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 1]5 Other liability 10ther liability I.

JPROTECTION: Exce~ss Environmental J(Specify) I(Specify) I

ITABLE: VI A- I Liability

I I I

1-01 Did you need this spacificl
type of liability coveragel
(CHECK ONE.)ES
- Did not need this typeic] J 1

(SKIP REST OF COLUMN) I
- Needed the insurance but I
went completely without J

it (went bare) because: I
(CHECK ONE - SKIP REST J

OF COLUMN) i

> too expensive [. ] .. .E [ .

> inadequate coverage I
quoted . [ .].[3]. [ 3

> could not find any

coverage . [] [ ]
-Needed and obtained it .[]. . . . . . . J

--------------- I----------------I------------------------------
1-02 How did you obtain it?

(CHECK ONE.)
- Included in general

liability coverage -

incidental exposure .......... . .. . .
- Commercial sources I. . . . I I. . .. . . .
- Captive insurer I . .] [ .

- Self-insured alone 1 ..[.]. . . ]
- Self-insured with othersl. . . I 3 r ]

- Through our parent

organization . [ ( . . [ ]

- Other (SPECIFY) I I . ......

-JI
--------------- --------------- ---------------- I----------------I

1-03 Ending date of policy yearl
II - I 1_85 1 I 1_85 1 51 1 85 1
-- MO DA YR MO DA YR MO DA YR

1-04 Type of policy (CHECK ONE)I

-Occurrence I • ].-.. .(.] .... [3...
- Claims-made J. . . I ., .[]... .. [ . . .

- Not applicable J. . . [ ., .[]... .. [ ] . ,

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(CONTINUE ON TO PART B >>>>>)
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Appendix I1
Survey of Business and Public Entity
Liability Insurance

Type of Liability

--------------------------------------------- I -------------- I ---------------
POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 1U I (Other liability lather liability I
PROTECTION: Excess I Environmental ((Specify) [(Specify)

TABLE: Yl.l I Liability I I
I--------------------------I ---------------I --------------- I--------------1
i-05 Coverage limits (INSERT I

LIMITS IN COLUMNS BY TYPE
OF LIABILITY)
- Per-occurrence I $ I I

- Aggregate $ I $ I

- Same as general
liability (CHECK) . . I ]...... [.] ...... [ . .

I--- ------------------- - - ---------------------------- I-------------
(-06 Deductible or seif-insuredl I

retention amount (CHECK IFI I
I ON TOP OF PRIMARY, ENTER (Primary Other (Primary (Primary I

AMOUNT IF SEPARATE Limits or AmountiLimita or AmountJLimits or Amount,
DEDUCTIBLE) J I ,
- Per-occurrence Ior $ I_ ]or $ I[ ]Cor *( 4•I I I"

- Aggregate []or $ J[ l or$____ or $__,
I r

- Same as general I I
liability (CHECK) I. ].. . . I........... . .

SI-------------- ----------------------------
(-07 Premium or contribution I ,

to fund for year (INSERT-J $ $ I(%
IF POSSIBLE EXCLUDE ( I (
NON-LIABILITY PREMIUMS) I
- Included in general J
liability premium(CHECK)i. . . t . . . .

--------------- I------------- ----------------I ---------
(-08 Does the above amount I

include premiums for
non-liability coverage? I

I (CHECK ONE)III
- Yes []
-N Yes . [........1....... ] ......]. . 1

-No-...-............ ............ I --------------- ------------------------------ P
-09 Did these provisions meet.@

all your needs for this -I
category of liability? I
(CHECK ONE)

- Yes ... [J. . ]. .
- No - insufficient

coverage . ........... [.. ..... [1.,
- No - coverage cancelled I J

before end of term • (]. ...... []. ........c....
I----------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I
I-10 If all your needs were noqI I (

met, what portion of your I I I
operation went without I I I
coverage? (EXPLAIN) I

I----------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
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Appendix 1I

Survey of Business and Public Entity

Liability Insurance

I--------------------------------------------------------------------I
6. I POLICY YEAR ENDING IN 1986 -- PRIMARY (First Level) PROTECTION I 0

I--------------------------------------------------------------------I

Type of Liability

I- -------------------------------------------- ---------------- -----------------
I POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 1986 I Commercipl Commercial

I PROTECTION: Primary I General Product Auto

I TABLE: VII - A I Liability Liability Liability

--- ---------------- -------------- ---------------- I

1-01 Did you need this specificl

type of liability coveragel

(CHECK ONE.)

- Did not need this type

(SKIP REST OF COLUMN)

- Needed the insurance buti I
went completely without

it (went bare) because: I

(CHECK ONE - SKIP REST I"

OF COLUMN)

> toc expensive I. .. ... .. ..]....... . .

> inadequate coverage

quoted ... [].... ...... [•..I •

> could not find any

coverage . .....

-Needed and obtained it j . C I . . .

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1-02 How did you obtain it?

(CHECK ONE.) I -

- Included in general I
liability coverage - % ,

incidental exposure ...... ........... %........CI
-Commercial sources ..

-Captive insurer . . . C ] ....... [ .] ....... [ ] . I
- Self-insured alone I I .. I.[.]..

- Self-insured with others. . . ...... [.] ...... [ ... ,

- Through our parent

organization ... ] •

- Other (SPECIFY) I I ... .. [ .]...... ] . I

... 
.

--------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- .----------------

1-03 Ending date of policy yearl I-I
I I I 1_ 86_1 I I 1_86_1I I 1_86_1.I

MO DA YR MO DA YR I MO DA YR "

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1-04 Type of policy (CHECK ONE)I I

- Occurrence I. ......... 
- Claims-made I. ... . . e... ... . .• .C ] • . I

- Not applicable I.. .. .

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~
(CONTINUE ON TO PART B >>>>>)

.%
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Appendix 11
Survey of Business and Public Entity
Liability Insurance

Type of Liability

-------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I
POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: i986 Commercial Commercial I
PROTECTION: Pimary General Product Auto I
TABLE: I Liability Liability Liability I

----------- ----- ------------ ---------------- ----------------I
1-05 Coverage limits (INSERT I I

LIMITS IN COLUMNS BY TYPE II
OF LIABILITY) •

- Per-occurrence I $ $ T_ _

I Ir I I
- Aggregate $ _ I $ I _ _,

- Same as general I
liability (CHECK) . . . . . . . . . . ( . . . [ ] • •'

.... iability.... (C.EC....................................................... .. 
------------------------ ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I

1-06 Deductible or self-insuredl I I
retention amount (INSERT I
DEDUCTIBLE IN COLUMNS BY I I I
TYPE OF LIABILITY, IIII
IF NONE, ENTER '0') II
- Per-occurrence $ $ I

- Aggregate I $ I

- Same as general
liability (CHECK) .... .. 1............ .. . . .

------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
1-07 Premium or contribution

to fund for year (INSERT- I $ I

IF POSSIBLE EXCLUDE

NON-LIABILITY PREMIUMS)
- Included in general
liability premium(CHECK). .... .......... I. . ... . .

1I----------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I
1-08 Does the above amount

include premiums for
non-liability coverage?

(CHECK ONE)

S -Yes ] . . . C I . .. E I . ,
- No I . . [ ]I ... I . ,I

----------------------------- ---------------- --------------------------------
1-09 Did these provisions meet

all your needs for this

category of liability?
(CHECK ONE)

I Yes .] .. t ] . . ..
- No - insufficient

coverage3 ...
- No - coverage cancelled . . I .

before and of term E ]I [_'
......................... , ............... i................ ,......C......I%

------------------------ ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I
1-10 If all your needs were :. -

I met, what portion of your I ,
I operation went without I I I
I coverage? (EXPLAIN) I I I
I------------------------------ -I---------------- ---------------- -------------
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Appendix II
Survey of Business and Public Entity
Liability Insurance

Type of Liability

--- --------------------- ------------------------------- ---------------
POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 1298 I Directors' and I Professional Public

PROTECTION: Primary I Officers' (except medical)I Officials,

TABLE: VIII -A Liability Liability Liability

--------------------------- ------------------------------- --------------
1-01 Did you need this specificJ

type of liability coveragel I I
(CHECK ONE.) I
- Did not need this type i.. . . . ...... .... ]...

(SKIP REST OF COLUMN)

- Needed the insurance buti

went completely without I
it (went bare) because:

(CHECK ONE - SKIP REST I ,

OF COLUMN)
> too expensive . . . . I

> inadequate coverage
quoted ....

> could not find any I
coverage . .. ..... . [ .]..... .... ,

- Needed and obtained it . . [ ] ... .[ . .[ 3 . . _ I -

----------------- ----------------I---------------- ----------------I
1-02 How did you obtain it? II

(CHECK ONE.)
- Included in general

liability coverage - II
inciden+al exposure ........ .......... ].., '

- Commercial sources . .I............ 3 . . . I
- Captive insurer . .. ... . .[

- Self-insured alone . . ] . . .[ C . . .[

- Self-insured with othersl. . . C. .[. . ..... [ ]

-Throug
h 

our parent I
organization %. ..... [ . . [ "

- Other (SPECIFY) • . C .I.... 3 3 . -,

-------------------------------- ------------ I---- ---------------- ----------------I
1-03 Ending date of policy yearl I _ _I __ _I....6.._l _ I _ 6 _II .........I __ _I_..6_..II

I MO DA YR MO DA YR MO DA YR

------------------------------- I---------------------------------------------------
1-04 Type of policy (CHECK ONE)I I

- Occurrence ]...
- Claims-made . . [.] ....... []. ..... [.] . . . "

- Not appl icable I• . .. . . . . . 3 .]... . . . [ ] • • • -

.... ..---------------------------.---------------- ---------------- -----------------
(CONTINUE ON TO PART B >>>>>) A
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Appendix II
Survey of Business and Public Entity
Liability Insurance

Type of Liability

----------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 1 6 I Directors' and I Professional Public

PROTECTION: Primary Officers' I(except medical)l Officials' I
TABLE: VIII - B Liability Liability Liability I

----------------------------- I----------------I----------------I----------------I
I-05 Coverage limits (INSERT

LIMITS IN COLUMNS BY TYPE
OF LIABILITY)
- Per-occurrence $ I $

- Aggregate $ $ $ II I
- Same as general
liability (CHECK) ... L ..... c.........[. ] . . .

--------------- -------------- --------------------------------
1-06 Deductible or self-insuredl
I retention amount (INSERT I I

DEDUCTIBLE IN COLUMNS BY I -I
TYPE OF LIABILITY, ICorporate D/ I
IF NONE, ENTER '0') I II-
- Per-occurrence 1$ $ I$ _ I _ _ _II

--Aggregate 1$%_$__ S____ S____

- Same as general I
liability (CHECK) . . C [ C 1 . . . I

----------------------------- I----------------I----------------I----------------
1-07 Premium or contribution

to fund for year (INSERT- $ $ $
IF POSSIBLE EXCLUDE I
NON-LIABILITY PREMIUMS)

- Included in general

liability premium(CHECK)I . . . I I .... ... [ .].... ... . . .

I----------------------I------------ --- I------------- --- I------------- ---------------- '

I-08 Does the above amount I
include premiums for

non-liability coverage?

I (CHECK ONE)III
- Y e s %.... .. . . .

- No [ ] .. ...

I---------------------------- -------------------------------- I----------------I U
I-09 Did these provisions meet

all your needs for this

I category of liability? IIII
(CHECK ONE)

* Yes ............ C]. ......
- No - insufficient I%

coverage . . ][. .. .

- No - coverage cancelled I
before end of term . . . [ I . . .

----------------------------- I----------------I----------------I----------------i
1-10 If all your needs were a l II'
I met, what portion of your III

operation went without I II

coverage? (EXPLAIN) I I
I---------------------------- ---------------- I----------------I----------------I
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Appendix I
Survey of Business and Public Entity
Liability Insurance

Type of Liability

--------------- I---------------- I---------------- ----------------------- S
I POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 191k Other liability lOther liability

I PROTECTION: Primary Environmental l(Speclfy) I(Specify) I
I TABLE: IX - A Liability I I

-.--------------- I ---------------- I ----------------.
1-01 Did you need this specifici I I I

type of liability coveragel I
(CHECK ONE.) I -

- Did not need this type E. . ......... ]. ......... . .
(SKIP REST OF COLUMN) J I

- Needed the insurance buti I I
I went completely without JIl

I it (went bare) because: I I
I (CHECK ONE - SKIP REST J I"I-

OF COLUMN) I
> too expensive . • ] •
> inadequate coverage I I.I
quoted ... []..... .......

> could not find any J J

coverage • 3 . . .. ]•2..•..-.•.[.].•...•..
-Needed and obtained it j... [ ] . . ... [ 3 ....... [1] . .

---------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I
1-02 How did you obtain it? I

(CHECK ONE.)I
- Included in general

liability coverage -

incidental exposure ... . .......... .... [ . . .

- Commercial sources 1. . . C ] .. .... [ .]....... [ . • •

- Captive insurer . E I .... .c. [.]...... .]
- Self-insured alone I . . ...... [......C I . . .

- Self-insured with othersi . . . E I.. . ...... I I..... ]
- Through our parent II

organization I 3 ..... .c. ..... .. . .

- Other (SPECIFY) I . ...... 1 3 ...... I . . I
I

-- '

I-0 Ending date of policy yearl I I
1 1_86_ 11 11_ 86_111 I- 1 1 86-1l

1 1-MO DA YR I MO DA YR MO DA YR :
I - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -I -- - - - - - - -I -- - - - - -- -,-- -- - - - -

1-04 Type of policy (CHECK ONE)I I I I
I - Occurrence . . . [ ] . . . . . • [ ] . . . [ ] • . •

I - Claims-made I- I ..... . C c . .,

I - Not applicable I. ..... •.. [ ] ........ . .• •
I ----------------------------- I---------------I --------------- ---------------- I

(CONTINUE ON TO PART B >>>>>)

4?)
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Appendix 11
Survey of Business and Public Entity
Liability Insurance

Type of Liability
--------------------------- ----------------I ------------- ----------------I
IPOLICY YEAR ENDING IN: IM ~ I lther liability O0ther liability I
IPROTECTION: Primary~ Environmental I(Specify) l(Specify) I
I TABLE: IX.. -I Liability III
------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I

1-05 Coverage limits (INSERT III
I LIMITS IN COLUMNS BY TYPE II AL

OF LIABILITY) I
--Per-occurrence IS____ I _4__1$____

--AggregateIS____IS____IS____I

--Same as generalII

liability (CHECK)I ........ r.......
------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I

1-06 Deductible or self-insuredl [
I retention amount (INSERT IIII
I DEDUCTIBLE IN COLUMNS BY II
I TYPE OF LIABILITY,III
I IF NONE, ENTER '0') IIII

--Per-occurrenceI _ _ _ _ I*.. __ _ _ I _ _ _ _ I

--Aggregate I $____ I$____ S____

I - Same as generalI II
I liability (CHECK) I. .......... ........I . . .

------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I%
1-07 Premium or contribution IIII
I to fund for year (INSERT-I 1 ____ S_____I ____

I IF POSSIBLE EXCLUDE III
I NON-LIABILITY PREMIUMS) III
I -Included in general IIII
I liability premium(CHECK)i .. .................... . .

------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I
1-08 Does the above amount IIII

I include premiums for III
I non-liability coverage? III
I (CHECK ONE)III

I -NoIC
------------------------ ---------------- ---------------- ----------------

1-09 Did these provisions meet
I all your needs for this III
I category of liability? II
I (CHECK ONE)II

- Yes I.CC..
I - No - insufficient

coverageIC ................ C .I
-No - coverage cancelled IIII

beforeeand of term IC] . . .............
------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------Id

1-10 If all your needs were fg~l2±
I met, what portion of yourII I
I operation went without IIII
I coverage? (EXPLAIN) II

------------------------ ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I
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Appendix H
Survey of Business and Public Entity
Liability Insurance

1

------------------------------------------------------------------
7. I POLICY YEAR ENDING IN 1986 -- EXCESS (Above Primary) PROTECTION I

Type of Liability
I ---------------- I-------------------------------

I POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 1986 Commercial Commercial
I PROTECTION: Excess General Product Auto
I TABLE: X - A Liability Liability Liability 1

I- ---------------- I----------------I----------------
1-01 Did you need this specifici

type of liability coveragel
(CHECK ONE.) I
- Did not need this type .. [ .[ •.I

(SKIP REST OF COLUMN)
- Needed the insurance buti
went completely without I
it (went bare) because:III
(CHECK ONE - SKIP REST
OF COLUMN)
> too expensive ... []...J . .

> inadequate coverage I
quoted • . • [ ] • • • J

> could not find anyI..
coverage I...[] (-- •[ I

-Needed and obtained i .. [ 3 . . [
----------------------- ----.- ..........------------------- I----------------I

1-02 How did you obtain it? I
(CHECK ONE.)
- Included in general I
liability coverage -

incidental exposure ..... .............. . ]
- Commercial sources . . [ ] .... . [ . . . [ 3 . . I
- Captive insurer [ ] [ ].[. ]
- Self-insured alone I I . . .[I

- Self-insured with othersl .. C . ] .[ . . . I ""

- Through our parent %

organization . . [ [ ] . . I
- Other (SPECIFY) . . [ .. ] C ] . "I-

--------------- --------------- ---------------- I----------------I%
1-03 Ending date of policy yearl III

--86 1111 8 11 - _ I _86_.I

MO DA YR I MO DA YR I MO DA YR "

--------------- I----------------I-------------------------------
1-04 Type of policy (CHECK ONE)l "4I
1 - Occurrence. . [ ] . . . [ ][ ] . .

I - Claims-made . . . ] 3...Ccuee]...;
I - Not applicable . . . ] ..... [ .]. [ ] . .

----------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I
(CONTINUE ON TO PART B >>>>>)
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Appendix 11
Survey of Business and Public Entity
Liability Insurance

i

Type of Liability

------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I
POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 1 I Commercial Commercial P

PROTECTION: Exces General Product Auto

TABLE: X - BI Liability Liability Liability

------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I
1-05 Coverage limits (INSERT

LIMITS IN COLUMNS BY TYPE I
OF LIABILITY)
- Per-occurrence $ $ $

- Aggregate $ $ $

- Same as general
liability (CHECK) ..... ........... ......1 . . .

r------------------------------ ---------------- -------------- -------------
1-06 Deductible or self-insuredl

I retention amount (CHECK In II
ON TOP OF PRIMARY, ENTER JPrimary Other JPrimary JPrimary

AMOUNT IF SEPARATE ILimits or Amountltimits or AmountlLimits or Amountl
I DEDUCTIBLE) I J

-Per-occurrence l[ior$ I[ ] or $ [ ]or $

- Aggregate It I or $__ I( ] or $__ I ] or $__

-Same as general

I liability (CHECK) ..... ........... ...... [. . .
-------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------I

I-07 Premium or contribution
I to fund for year (INSERT- $ $ I
I IF POSSIBLE EXCLUDE
I1NON-LIABILITY PREMIUMS)

- Included in general
liability premium(CHECK) ............... [ ....... . . . I

------------------------------ ----------------I---------------- ----------------I
Z C8 Does t;ie above amount I

include premiums for I
non-liability coverage? J I
(CHECK ONE) I
- Yes
- No . . [1...

I---------------------------I------ ------------ I---- ---------------- ----------------I
1-09 Did these provisions meet

all your needs for this I
category of liability? II,
(CHECK ONE) ,I

- Yes [ ]...... . I . ...... . .
- No - insufficient k

coverage L. ]].. %

I - No - coverage cancelled J

before end of term I..tI •[ .
I---------------------------- ----------------I---------------- ----------------I
I-10 If all your needs were ngJtI %

met, what portion of your I I -
operation went without I
coverage? (EXPLAIN) I

--------------------------- --------------- I ----------------I ----------------I
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Appendix II
Survey of Business and Public Entity

Liability Insurance

Type of Liability

----------------------------- ---------------- -------------- ---------------

POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 198 I Directors' and Professional I Public

PROTECTION: Excess I Officers' I(except medical)l Officials' I
TABLE: Xz - A I Liability I Liability I Liability

---------------------------- I ---------------I ---------------I ---------------I
1-01 Did you need this specifici I I

type of liability coveragel I I -

(CHECK ONE.) I I

- Did not need this type . . ...... ].• .•.J.. . . .

(SKIP REST OF COLUMN) I I

- Needed the insurance but I

went completely without I
it (went bare) because: I I
(CHECK ONE - SKIP REST I I I

O F C O L U M N ) 
9I .. .

> too expensive . •... . I. . ... [ . . •

> inadequate coverage

quoted .. ][

> could not find any III
coverage I... [ 2 1

- Needed and obtained it . . . •. . . ] . ... [ . .

--- --------------------- ------------------------------- ---------------
1-02 How did you obtain it?

(CHECK ONE.) I.-.

- Included in general

liability coverage - I, '

incidental exposure . . ............ ] .

- Commercial sources I. .: . . . ... I .'.
- Captive insurer [. [ ] ...

- Self-insured alone •[ .. . . ]. ... I . . . I'f

- Self-insured with othersi. . [ ] . .... [. ] . . . . •

- Through our parent I
organization [ . ..... I.] ..... I . . . I

- Other (SPECIFY) . I ..... 1.. .[. ] . . .

-------------------------- I----- --------- I------- ------- I--------- ---------------- 4
1-03 Ending date of policy yearl

-I 1 - 1_86 111 1I 1I 86 11 1 1 86 _11

I MO DA YR 1MO DA YR MO DA YR I
--------------- ------------- ---------------- ----------------I

1-04 Type of policy (CHECK ONE)I I I-I
I - Occurrence 1.• ]....... [ ]........C I I

- Claims-made . I . C ....... •.......... [.] . .

I -Not applicable I . .

I------------------------ ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I
(CONTINUE ON TO PART B >>>>>)
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Appendix II
Survey of Business and Public Entity %
Liability Insurance

Type of Liability
----------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- I

IPOLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 12I Directors' and IProfessional I Public

IPROTECTION: Excess I Officers' I(except medfcal)l Officials' I
ITABLE' X1 - B I Liability I Liability I Liability I

I --------------------------- I ------------- ---------------- I --------------- I
1-05 Coverage limits (INSERT %

I LIMITS IN COLUMNS BY TYPEI II
I OF LIABILITY) III
I - Per-occurrence _______I ______I _______

--Aggregate I$____ S____ S____

I liability (CHECK) I... . . . c. . . . . . . .
------------------------------ ---------------- I----------------I----------------I

1-06 Deductible or seif-insuradlIII
1 retention amount (CHECK IFI

I ON TOP OF PRIMARY, ENTER IPrimary Other JPrimary [PrimaryI
I AMOUNT IF SEPARATE ILimit. or AmountiLimits or AmountiLimita or Amounti

I DEDUCTIBLE) II I I
I Per-occurrence 1EIorS_* _ 1 I1 orS__ $CorS__ $

I I
I Aggregate 1I 1orS_* __ ZI3 orS__ $ orS _ *

I Same as generalIIII
I liability (CHECK) I. C 1.............. . . .I

--------------- ------------- ---------------- ---------------- I
1-07 Premium or contribution I II

to fund for year (INSERT- $ _____ *______ _____

IF POSSIBLE EXCLUDE
N ON-LIABILITY PREMIUMS) III
-Included ir, general III

I liability promium(CHECK)I . . . E 3.................. . . .
----------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I

I-08 Does the above amount II
I include premiums for 1 I I
I non-liability coverage?
I (CHECK ONE) N I
I -YesI C ....... ....... C . I

------------------------------ I----------------I----------------I----------------I
1-09 Did these provisions meetIIII

I all your needs for this I I
I category of liability?
I (CHECK ONE)II

I - No - insufficient
coverage I. C ........ C. ......

I - No - coverage cancelled
I ~before end ofterm l.C.......]. ..... ]..

1-10 If all your needs were DqA I
I met, what portion of your IIII

A. operation went without I I
I coverage? (EXPLAIN) III
--------------- I----------------I----------------I----------------I



Appendix 11
Survey of Business and Public Entity
Liability Insurance

Type of Liability
----------------------------- --------------- I --------------- ---------------
[ POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 1986 J Other liability JOther liability I
I PROTECTION: Exces I Environmental I(Specify) I(Specify) I
I TABLE: XII I Liability I I
I------------------------------ --------------- I --------------- ---------------
1-01 Did you need this specifici I.

type of liability coveragel I
(CHECK ONE.)
- Did not need this type .. []. ... ..

(SKIP REST OF COLUMN) I
- Needed the insurance buti
went completely without ,I
it (went bare) because: "I
(CHECK ONE - SKIP REST II
OF COLUMN) II
> too expensive . .. ... . [ .]....... . •
> inadequate coverage I 1

quoted ..... ]
> could not find any
coverage . . ....... .C]. ..... []...

- Needed and obtained it I. . . ..] ...... [ ]. ...... [ . . .
--------------- I---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I

1-02 How did you obtain it?
(CHECK ONE.)
- Included in general

liability coverage -

incidental exposure ..... ........... ........ . . .
- Commercial sources . [ -...... 1. ...... 1 [ . •
- Captive insurer . I ]...... ..... []. . .
- Self-insured alone I . ... . .. ]... .. .

- Self-insured with othersl . ] . ........ ] . ..... [].
- Through our parent I
organization I. [ . ... . . .

Other (SPECIFY) I. . . [ ] . . . .

---------------------------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I
1-03 Ending date of policy yearl IIII _ _ I.. ...... I..86.. II I I _....................86 II I I ................ 6.. II'

I MO DA YR I MO DA YR I MO DA YR I
f ------------------------------ I --------------- I ---------------- I --------------- I
1-04 Type of policy (CHECK ONE)I I I ,

-Occurrence I... [ . .t -Claims-made I. . I . . . . . c . . . . . . . .
I - Not applicable I I I... ...... .
----------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I

(CONTINUE ON TO PART B >>>>>)

01
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Appendix II
Survey of Business and Public Entity
Liability Insurance

Type of Liability

----------------------------- --I-------------- I --------------- --------------
POLICY YEAR ENDING IN: 18 I Other liability lOther liability 1

PROTECTION: Excess Environmental I(Specify) I(Specify) I
TABLE: XI..-z.j Liability I I I

----------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- I
1-05 Coverage limits (INSERT I I

LIMITS IN COLUMNS BY TYPE

OF LIABILITY)
- Per-occurrence I $ *

- Aggregate $ $ I

- Same as general
liability (CHECK) E ].. .... [.].• . .

I---------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- 1
1-06 Deductible or self-insured I

I retention amount (CHECK IFI- I
I ON TOP OF PRIMARY, ENTER Primary Other JPrimary JPrimary I .%

I AMOUNT IF SEPARATE ILimits or AmountiLimits or AmountiLimits or Amounti
I DEDUCTIBLE) I I I I

-Per-occurrence o[ 1 or $ _ Ir or $ I lr $* I,4SIII
-Aggregate 1T 1 orS$__ I lor S[ ]or $l J

- Same as general
liability (CHECK) I . . . ..... I . ... . . ] . . I 

I---------------------------- ---------------- -------------------------------- I1
1-07 Premium or contribution

to fund for year (INSERT- $ _ _-_

IF POSSIBLE EXCLUDE I

NON-LIABILITY PREMIUMS) I
- Included in general

I liability premium(CHECK)I. I . . . [I
I-------------------------------I-----------------I-----------------I----------------- I
1-08 Does the above amount I

include premiums for I
non-liability coverage? I

(CHECK ONE) I II
I -Yes I .[J...... ......(............

-No I [] .. ].
I ~--------------I--------I- -------------- II- --------------I---------I ~

1-09 Did these provisions meet I,
I all your needs for this I I II

I category of liability? II
I (CHECK ONE) III

I - Yes I I. ....... ........ h . .. I
I - No - insufficient

coverage [ ]..
- No - coverage cancelled

before nd of term l..[ '.
I--------------- I --------------- I-------------- I--------------I- I
1-10 If all your needs were noJl I%
I met, what portion of your I I

operation went without I .
I coverage? (EXPLAIN) I IwI
------------------------- I -------------- I-.. . . . . ..--------- --- -----------
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Appendix I V

Survey of Business and Public Entity
Liability Insurance

%,

8. For the policy years ending in 1985 and 1986 did the organization obtain primary

and excess coverage from the same or different sources as the previous policy year?

(CHECK ONE FOR EACH TYPE OF COVERAGE FOR EACH YEAR)

Policy Year Policy Year -

Ending In 1985 Ending In 1986 ,'-.

Source Primary I Excess Primary I Excess -

------------- I---------I--------II---------I--------I
-1 Same source I I I
------------- I--------- -------- II---------I--------I
-2 Different source I Il ,

------------- I---------I--------II--------- -------- I ~4
-3 Some coverage from samel I I , .1

source and some from a I I *

different source I I I I ,,
--- --------- I-------- --------- I --------
-4 Didn't obtain at all I I

(went bare) I I .
------ . .--------- -------- --------- ---------

9. Approximately how many hours did the organization and paid consultants to the

organization spend seeking the liability coverage (primary and excess combined) the

organization needed for policy years ending in 1985 and 1986 ahether it was

obtained or not?

-y d 9
-1 Policy year ending in 1985 hours %'.4

%

-2 Policy year ending in 1986 Revent hours I a

%.
--

'N
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Appendix II
Survey of Business and Public Entity
Liability Insurance'! i

10. Listed below are different type. of liability coverage. For each,

(1) Indicate whether the organization had much coverage during the
period from January 1984 to December 1986 and, if so,

(2) indicate the number of times the coverage was cancelled before the
end of its term and the number of times It was not renewed at term
(enter "0" if none)

I C1) II (2)
------------------------------------------------ ----------------------- '

lCoverage II
I During II Number of Times
I Years? II (ENTER NUMBER)
ICHECK ONE1l -----------I-----------I
1 .... . Cancelled Not Renewedi

Type of Coverage I Yesl No IlBefore Tarml At Term I
-------------------------- I .----------- I ----------- I

1-01 Commercial general liability I I I
I .---------------------------------------- ----------- I -----------
1-02 Product liability I I I
I ---------------------------------------- I I-----------I----------
1-03 Commercial auto liability I I I
I---------------------------------------- I ----------- I ----------- I
1-04 Directors' and officersf liability I I I
I -------------------------------------- I-I-- l II----------I----------- I
1-05 Professional liability I I I
I----------------------------------------. I .. ----------- I ----------- I
1-06 Public officials' liability I I II ------------------------------- I-.... I .-----------I-----------I-
1-07 Environmental liability 1 I 1 1
I----------------------------------------- 11-----------I----------- II-08 Other liability (SPECIFY) I

-------------------- --- I- I----------------------
1-09 Other (SPECIFY) I II

I I I I III
I------------------------------------------ I ----------- -----------.. . . .

I-10 Excess liability (includes I I II
I umbrella policies) I I II
I--------------------------------------.. .-- I-.. . .. .----------- -----------

4oh

hisuranc
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Appendix 11
Survey of Business and Public Entity
Liability Insurance

11. If you have any comments on any questions in the questionnaire or on liability
coverage In general, please state them here.

.5

NA.
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Appendix III

Survey of Agents and Brokers on
Liability Insurance

U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

SURVEY OF INSURANCE AGENTS AND BROKERS REGARDING
COMMERCIAL LIABILITY INSURANCE MARKET CONDITIONS

Corrections

If the address on the label is incorrect, please make corrections in the
space to the right of the label. This address will be used to mail a
summary of the findings to all participants.

This questionnaire asks a series of questions about the availability and
affordability (sources, levels of coverage and costs) of liability insurance e
for calendar years 1985 and 1986 for your clients. Excluded are workers'
compensation and medical malpractice insurance. If you are not the
appropriate representative of your organization to complete this
questionnaire, please forward it to the appropriate person.
Should you have any questions concerning the questionnaire, please call Mia
Merrill or Ellen Radish at (202)275-8617.

1. Indicate the name, title and telephone number of the individual we should

contact if additional information is required about your responses.

Name:

Title:

Telephone Number: ( )

IF YOU CONDUCT BUSINESS AS BOTH AN AGENT AND A BROKER, PLEASE ANSWER THIS
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE MAJORITY OF YOUR BUSINESS. FnP FXAMPLE, IF OVER 50
PERCENT OF YOUR BUSINESS IS CONDUCTED AS AN AGENT, ANSWER THE QUESTIONNAIRE
AS AN AGENT.

I am answering this questionnaire as an (CHECK ONE):

Agent

roke-,.

I'm g. age ( GAO IIRI)-948-61 Recn.,tI Iibililt. I1%Irance' ri "
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Appendix III - I,

Survey of Agents and Brokers on
Liability Insurance

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS FOR YOUR BRANCH OR INDIVIDUAL UNIT IF
YOUR AGENCY OR BROKERAGE HAS MULTIPLE LOCATIONS.

BACKGROUND

2. Listed in the table below are three types of insurance, commercial
property/casualty, employee benefits programs and personal lines. For
each of your agency's or brokerage's fiscal years 1985 and 1986, 0
indicate:

(1) the annual premium volume (for brokers) or earned premium (for
agents) in dollars for each type and

(2) the percentage of your firm's gross annual revenues attributable
to each type.

FY FY
1985 1986

(1) (2) (1) (2)

,Annual I'Annual i
:Premium :Percent Premium :Percent
:Earned/ :of GrossflEarned/ 1Of Gross

Type of :Volume :Annual :!Volume :Annual 1
Insurance :(in $) !Revenues) (in $) !Revenues "

- Commercial"
Property/ $ :s$ %

Casualty %

-2 Employee I I

Benefits ;$ % i$S
Programs

-3 Personal :$ % $ . ,
Lines

P1age. 86l GAO I IIRiH--. R i ii lialili. nisurii, "'ri i"
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Appendix III
Survey of Agents and Brokers on
Liability Insurance

06

3. Is the percent of your gross annual revenues derived from commercial S
property/casualty business less than 30 ercent for either of your
fiscal years 1985 or 1986? EREFER TO THEDUBLED LINE BOXES IN
QUESTION 2 AND CHECK ONE BOX BELOW.)

1. [ ] Yes (STOP FILLING OUT THE QUESTIONNAIRE, RETURN TO GAO IN
THE BUSINESS REPLY ENVELOPE)

2. [ ] No (GO TO QUESTION 4) •

4. Approximately how many property/casualty companies did your agency or

brokerage represent, through contractual arrangement or otherwise, in
1986?

companies

5. How many years have you (the respondent) been an

agent or a broker?

years

6. Approximately what per cent of your clients fall into each of the

following categories.*

'Approximate Percent " '
of

Client Type Your Clients

-1 Clients with less than-!
$500,000 in
annual sales/budget. %

-2 Clients with at least
$500,00 but less

than $10 million •
in annual sales/budget %-

-3 Clients with $10
million or more in
annual sales/budget %

100%
%

Not included for NAPSLO responrdent. .

Page 87 G;AO) !RD-8-64 Recent Liability Insurance "CIisis" "
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Appendix III
Survey of Agents and Brokers on
Liability Insurance

7. Listed below are several classes of commercial liability

insurance. Check the box which best describe the percent of
your agency's/ brokerage's annual premium volume attributed

to each type for the last three years combined. (CHECK ONE
FOR EACH TYPE.)1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)......................................................................

NO 01 - : 21- 41- OVER

TYPE OF LIABILITY :CLIENTS 20 % : 40 % 60 % 60 %
.......................................................................

-1 Commercial )

General

Liability

-2 Product

-3 Professional _
Liability ,

(do not include
medical mal-
practice) :

-4 Environmental ' -- :
Liability

- -xcess

(-nc'jades:::
,mbrel'a) :

-6 Directors :
and Officers -,

-7 Commercial 
Auto :

-8 0ther
(specify) :.

.,
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Appendix III
Survey of Agents and Brokers or.

Liability Insurance

8. Please indicate the extent to which your firm has served these business
classifications for the last three years combined. (CHECK ONE FOR EACH TYPE.)

(i) (2) (3) (4) (5)

'Very Mod- i ;Little )

Industry Great Great :erate !Some :or No
Type Extent Extent :Extent !Extent!Extent

II I

-1 Agriculture,
Fishing, Forestry

-2 Mining:

-3 Construction

-4 Transportation, , :
Public Utilities : :

-5 Wholesale Trade ',. I

-6 Retail Trade , -

-7 Manufacturing

-8 Finance, Insurance: "
Real Estate •

-9 Services (medical,: : : :
accounting, etc.) iI I I

-10 Public Admin. : :-:
(cities, •
schools, etc.)

-i Other (please
specify) , -"

% 
QUESTIONS 9 and 10 RELATE TO THE AVAILABILITY AND AFFORDABILITY OF
INSURANCE FOR ORGANIZATIONS INSURED THROUGH YOUR AGENCY OR BROKERAGE IN
CALENDAR (JANUARY THROUGH DECEMBER) YEARS 1985 AND 1986.

Page 89 (AO IIRI)-88-4A Recent l.iability Iiitirativ', "Crisis"
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Appendix III
Survey of Agents and Brokers on
Liability Insurance

9. For calendar year 1985, please indicate the extent to which each
class of liability insurance was available to your customers. Was
each class:

(1) available at desired levels,
(2) available with new exclusions and limitations (such as a

pollution exclusion or switching to a claims-made
policy)

(3) not available at all, or
(4) lacking in enough clients for you to judge?

(CHECK ONE FOR EACH TYPE.)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

CALENDAR YEAR !COVERAGE 1COVERAGE ii
1985 :AVAILABLE ATIAVAILABLE WITH :!NOT

:DESIRED :NEW EXCLUSIONS COVERAGE ::ENOUGH
CLASS OF INSURANCE :LEVELS !AND LIMITATIONS UNAVAILABLEICLIENTS)
.......................................................................

-1 Commercial II
General
Liability ) i,' I:

-2 Product ) ,,
Liability ) )I

-3 Professional )I
Liability (do )
not include 

II

medical )
malpractice) ))

I I I

-4 Environmental

Liability I
l I

-5 Excess .

Liability

-6 Directors' I
and Officers' )
Liability ) II

Auto Liability); '  )
I II __ I

-8 Other (please':
specify) ) a

I I S
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Appendix III
Survey of Agents and Brokers on
Liability Insurance

10. For calendar year 1986, please indicate the extent to which each
class of liability insurance was available to your customers. Was
each class:

(1) available at desired levels,
(2) available with new exclusions and limitations (such as a

pollution exclusion or switching to a claims-made
policy)

(3) not available at all, or
(4) lacking in enough clients for you to judge?

(CHECK ONE FOR EACH TYPE.)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

CALENDAR YEAR 1COVERAGE :COVERAGE ' 'i "
__6 AVAILABLE ATIAVAILABLE WITH :NOT

:DESIRED :NEW EXCLUSIONS COVERAGE IENOUGH 1
CLASS OF INSURANCE LEVELS 1AND LIMITATIONS 'UNAVAILABLEHICLIENTS
.......................................................................

-1 Commercial I
General Ij

Liability

-2 Product I
Liability

-3 Professional
Liability (do,',I
not include '
medical "
malpractice) J,

I II
-4 Environmental

Liability "

-5 Excess :
LiabilityI

-6 Directors' I

and Officers',,I
Liability

-1 Commercial :
Auto Liability II

-8 Other (please : :
specify) :I '
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Appendix III -

Survey of Agents and Brokers on
Liability lInsurance

11. For each of the types of i abil1i ty i nsurance i sted bel ow
approximately what per cent of your clients decided not to purchase
insuranc or to rchase less insurance based on pri ce
cons-iderations Oae in 1985? Indicate the type(s) of client by
industry that was affected te most. If affordability was
not a problem for your clients, enter .0 V..

CY 1985

Percent
Did Not Types of

TYPE OF !Buy For Client Most
INSURANCE :Price Affected

Reasons (specify)

-1 Commercial
General
Liability %

-2 Product
Liability

-3 Pro- wi
fessional
(do not in-
clude%
medical
malpractice)

-4 Environ-
mental

Liability__ _________________

-5 Excess

-6 Directors'
and
Officers'

-1 Commercial
Auto

-8 Other L
(specify)

04JI



Appendix [if
Survey of Agents and Brokers on
Liability Insurance

12. For each of the types of liability insurance listed below
approximately what per cent of your clients decided not to purchaser
insura nceor to purhase less insurance based on price
considerati o aoe in 1986? Indicate the type-s) of client by
industry that was affected the most. If affordability was
not a problem .for your clients, enter "0 V'.

CY 1986

Percent
Did Not Types of

TYPE OF :Buy For Client Most
INSURANCE !Price Affected

Reasons (specify)

-1 Commercial 5
General
Liability 1

-Z Product
Liability

%

-3 Pro- '

fessional
(do not in-
clude %

* medical
* malpractice)

-4Environ-
mental %

-5 Excess
Liability %

and
Officers' I

-Ccmmercial-

* Auto

-8 Other
(spPC ify)
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Appendix III
Survey of Agents and Brokers on N'
Liability Insurance

13. Listed below are several types of insurance. For each type,
indicate what percent of your clients in CY 1985 were placed in the
following markets:

(1) Licensed Insurer
(2) Excess/Surplus Lines Insurer
(3) Other (specify)

If you did not have enough clients requiring a given type of
coverage, indicate by checking the appropriate box.

TYPE OF MARKET .

(1) (2) (3)

CY 1985 Excess/ k0

:Not :surplus
Type of :Enough ,,Licensed jLines Other (enter percent!

Insurance :Clients Insurer Insurer and specify market) -

-1 Commercial i
General
Liability

-2 Products I"'

-3 Pro-

fessional "

do not "
include % ,,

medical mal-:
practice) V-

iI III

-4 Environ- '' 
"-

mental % % .. w

-5 Excess % %

-6 Directors "

and % %
Officers' '

-7 Commercial ,
Auto I

-8 Other
(specify) % "

Page 94 GAO IIRD-88Ai4 Receni Liabilil Insurance "'risis"
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Appendix II1
Survey of Agents and Brokers on
Liability Insurance

14. Listed below are several types of insurance. For each type, S
indicate what percent of your clients in CY 1986 were placed in the
following markets: %

(1) Licensed Insurer
(2) Excess/Surplus Lines Insurer %
(3) Other (specify)

If you did not have enough clients requiring a given type of •
coverage, indicate by checking the appropriate box.

TYPE OF MARKET

(1) (2) (3)

UY 1986 o iExcess/ I
:Not surplus 1

Type of :Enough :Licensed jLines Other (enter percent !
Insurance !Clients Insurer !Insurer and specify market)

-1 Commercial % ::% % i

GeneralLiability ::%

-2 Products I,% I, %

-3 Pro- :-
fessional
do not

include % % %medical mal-: -

practice ) 
- .

-4 Environ- ' S
mental % % %

-5 Excess : I

-b Uirectors i :' --

and % %Officers'

-7 Commercial ' - , -;,
Auto %

-8 Other .
(specify) % % %

% A
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Appendix III
Survey of Agents and Brokers on 
Iiability Insurance,

15. Have you ever placed liability insurance for a customer through a
state-sponsored Market Assistance Plan (MAP) or Joint Underwriting
Association (JUA)?

PLACED LIABILITY INSURANCE?
(CHECK ONE)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Insurance -----------------------------------------------
Type No, with:: Yes, with !Yes, with Yes, with; S

neither " a MAP :a JUA both
-----------------------_____ -------- -------- ------- --- - - -

I 1

-i Commercial
General W
Liability

-2 Products

-3 Pro- I-I -

fessional
(do not
include
medica? •

malpractice I- I

-4 Environ- " -
mental ', ""

I I - -

-5 Excess

-6 Directors'
and Officers:

-7 Commercial
Auto

-8 Other

(specify)
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Appendix III
Survey of Agents and Brokers on
Liability Insurance

16. If your agency handled liability insurance for any of the
sClected risks below, estimate the number of facilities
(insurers, pools, captives, risk retention groups, etc.) in
either the admitted or surplus lines markets offering
liability insurance through your organization during 1985 and
1986. If your agency or brokerage did not handle the risk,
check the appropriate box.

(1) (2) (3)
---------------------------------..-------------------------

!Does ::No. of Facilities
Type of Risk 1 Not ::1985 1986

' II 

-1 Pharmaceuticals I

-Z Hazardous Waste Cleanup)-

-j Jay Uare

-4 Municipalities
(medium to large)

I I
-5 Municipalities (small) _ •

-6 Chemical Manufacturers
II

-7 Long-haul Trucks

-8 Liquor (dramshop) ,
I II I

QUESTIONS 17 AND 18
CONCERN POLICY
CANCELLATION AND
NONRENEWAL. IF YOU ARE A
BROKER, PLEASE MOVE ON TO
QUESTION 19.
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Appendix I11
Survey of Agents and Brokers on
Liability Insurance

17. For the indicated calendar years, estimate the percentage of
the agency s clients who experienced policy cancellation or
nonrenewa for liabi lity insurance coverage. *

Percentage
of clients

CY 1985 _____

CY 1986 %_____

(IF YOU ENTERED "0" FOR BOTH YEARS, MOVE ON TO QUESTION 19.)

18. Listed below are a number of reasons why insurers might -

cancel or not renew a policy. For each of calendar years
1985 and 1986, estimate whiat percent of your clients,
cancellations or nonrenewals (indicated in question 76) were
attributable to each reason..

(1) (2) -

Reason CY 1985 CY 1986

-1 Nonpayment I

of premiums%%

-2 Cancelled
agency%%

-3 Stopped A I,

writing line%%

-4 Poor
underwriting
results

5Other
(Specify) %

100 % 100 %

*Not included in NAPSLO survey.
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Appendix III
Survey of Agents and Brokers on
Liability Insurance

I,

19. For each type of insurance for the indicated calendar years,
estimate the percentage of your clients -- if any -- who self-

is;rcj it least sume part of their coverage UeLause Luverage
(i) not available and/or (2) not affordable. Under self-insurance
we include: Captives, risk retention groups, self-insured trust
funds, pools, etc. Do not include deductibles, self-insured
retentions or going Bare (not making any provision for claims
payment). *

Percentage of clients
Who Self-Insured

CY 1985 CY 1986

Type of (1) 1 (2) (1) (2)
Insurance [Not :Not Not Not

(AvailablelAffordableHiAvailable Affordable
____________________I ______I "______I______I________-

-1 Commercial ,
General I I II

Liability ,

SII

-2 Products ,
.. . . . . I . . . . II . . . . . . . . . . .

" I . . . I

-3 Professional

(do not include II
medical mal- H
practice

. . .. . . . . . . . . . . I . . . I t . . .. . .
- - - - - ------------------------- --------- ----------. . .. . i . . . II . . . . . .

Si I

-4 Environmental H V

I III-------------------------------------- --------- ----------
II II

-5 Excess

-- -- - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - -- - -- - - -- - - - - - -

-6 Directors' and.
Officers'

- - - - - ------------------------- --------- ----------

-7 Commercial % .
Auto "

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-8 Other
(specify)
-------------------- --------- ----------.... ... .... .... ... .....

*Not included in NAPSLO survey.
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Appendix III
Survey of Agents and Brokers on q
Liability Insurance

20. IF YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS ON ANY QUESTIONS IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE OR
ON LIABILITY INSURANCE IN GENERAL, PLEASE WRITE THEM HERE: ,
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Glossary

Aggregate Deductible A specified dollar amount, applicable to the entire policy, that the poli-
cyholder is responsible for paying on claims.

Aggregate Limit The maximum dollar limit of covorage available for the pa5 ment of
claims.

Capacity The largest single dollar limit or the total dollars of insurance or reinsur-
ance a company can write.

Captive An insurance company organized by a firm or group of firms to insure
the risks of its organizers.

Claims-Made Form A form that covers only those claims filed during the policy period.

Commercial Auto Liability Provides coverage for claims resulting from the ownership or operation
Coverage of a motor vehicle. e5.

Commercial General A form of coverage for claims arising from the operation of a business, 0

Liability Coverage (CGL) including those related to property, manufacturing operations, con-
tracting operations, and sale or distribution of products.

Directors' and Officers' Coverage that protects the policyholder's directors and officers from lia-

Liability Coverage bility for wrongful acts, errors, and omissions, arising from their organi-
zational activities.

Environmental Liability Coverage for loss, damage, or destruction of natural resources arising
Coverage from the policyholder's operations. This includes the cost of removaland necessary measures taken to minimize or mitigate damage to human

health and the natural environment.

Excess Liability Coverage Insurance coverage over and above any underlying policy or policies
(see "Primary Coverage").
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Glossary

Exposure (1) State of being subject to the possibility of a loss or (2) extent of risk
as measured by such standards as payroll, gate receipts, or geographic
area.

Flex-Rating A type of rate regulation designed to curb wide price fluctuations in the
cost of insurance. Under flex-rating, as long as price changes are within
a specified range, insurers can increase or decrease premium rates with-
out receiving the prior approval of the state insurance department.

Joint Underwriting An involuntary association of insurance companies that must provide

Association (JUA) insurance to those who have been unable to obtain it.

Licensed Insurer Insurance companies licensed by state insurance departments in the
states where the companies do business.

Liquor Liability Liability for bodily injury or property damage to another caused by an
intoxicated person. Establishments needing liquor liability coverage can
include (1) clubs, (2) manufacturers, wholesalers, or distributors, (3)
restaurants, taverns, hotels, or motels, and (4) package stores.

Market Assistance A voluntary program in which insurers, usually at the request of the

Program (MAP) state insurance department, match consumers having difficulty finding
insurance with an insurer offering the appropriate coverage.

Occurrence-Based Form A form that covers claims filed in relation to injuries, occurring during
the policy term, for which claims can be made at any time.

'4-

Pooling The organizing of insurance buyers to obtain co%,L age on a group basis;
the premiums, losses, and expenses are shared in agreed amounts among
the pool members.

Primary Coverage The first layer of insurance coverage, providing coverage up to a speci-
fied amount or against specific exposures (see "Exposure"). -
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Glossary

Product Liability Coverage Coverage for claims associated with goods manufactured, sold, handled,
or distributed by the policyholder or others trading under the policy-
holder's name.

Professional Liability Coverage for liability caused by either a professional's faulty services or
Coverage failure to meet the standard of service expected under the

circumstances.

Property and Casualty A method of transferring risk of financial loss sustained by a relative
Insurance few to the many who buy such insurance. One form of this insurance is

third-party liability, which covers claims against the policyholder for
bodily injury or property damage suffered by a third party.

Public Official's Liability Coverage for the actions of a public official, such as a school administra-
tor, an officer of a local government, or anyone associated with theoperation of a government.

Reinsurance The assumption by one insurer, the reinsurer, of all or part of a risk
undertaken by a second insurer. It is a way for the second insurer to
reduce the risk of having to pay for large or catastrophic losses.

Risk Class A person or thing insured, belonging to a specific class of risks, grouped
together for rate-making purposes.

Risk Management The use of appropriate insurance, avoidance of risk, loss control, risk
retention, self-insurance, and other techniques that minimize the risks of
an individual, a business, or an organization.

Self-Insurance A form of insurance in which an organization assumes all or part of its
own losses. Self-insurers may purchase coverage to cover losses in
excess of the self-insured amount.

Surplus Lines Insurers insui aw-c companies that are regulated for solvency, but are not regu-
lated for policy forms or rates. These insurers can provide insurance to
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Glossary

the buyer, under certain conditions, when insurance is not available
from a licensed insurer.

%

74
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